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Support
starting to
roll in for
governor
candidates

Readiness
preached as
spring storm
season starts
Special to the Ledger
Emergencies can range from the inconvenient to the devastating, but every Kentuckian
can take simple preparedness steps in advance
to minimize the impact on our families and
communities. That is why this spring, the
Kentucky Office of Homeland Security is urging the commonwealth's families and businesses to make an emerEmergency Kit
gency plan and to get a
Items Needed
disaster supply kit to be
After a disaster,
better prepared for the
local officials and
unexpected.
relief workers will be
in
Springtime
on the scene but
may not be able to
Kentucky can produce
reach everyone
severe storms with
immediately. An
damaging winds, tornaemergency supply
does, hail and flooding,
kit can help your
family stay safe and
but Kentucky's family
be more comfortemergency preparedable during and
site,
Web
ness
after an emergency.
www.ProtectYour
Below are a few
proFamily.ky.gov,
items that should be
included in any kit
vides easy, common
—Three-day water
sense ideas that can
supply
help.
—Three-day non"By taking some
perishable food
simple steps to make an
supply
—First aid kit
emergency plan and get
—Non-prescription
a disaster supply kit,
drugs
Kentuckians will be
—Tools and supprepared if an
better
plies
occurs,"
emergency
—Clothing and bedsaid Ret. Maj. Alecia
ding
—Hygiene needs
Webb-Edgington,
of
the
director
Kentucky Office of Homeland Secunty.
"By logging on to www.ProtectYour
Family.ky.gov, you will have the information
you need right at your fingertips."
Every Kentuckian should plan in advance
what they will do in an emergency. Below are a
few items that should be included in any plan:
—Designate an out-of-state contact
in the case of downed communication lines.
—Know your region's potential disasters
and how you will be notified.
—Find out emergency plans at work, daycare and school.
—Create an evacuation plan.
For more information on specific weather
visit
suggestions,
preparedness
www.ProtectYourFanuly.ky.gov.

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Dr. Allan Beane,and his wife, Linda, speak to concerned parents about the threat of bullying at school during a student safety parents workshop at Murray Middle School last night.

'It can happen here' focus
of student safety message
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
There are a lot of dangers threatening children, young teens and the
parents who love them and hiding
won't make them go away.
Foolish risks and dangerous
games, bullying and potentially
harmful peer pressure, teen depression and suicide, Internet sexual
predators, drug abuse and more are
very real, according to law enforcement and education officials.
And yes, they said, it's happening
right here in Murray.
That was the message presented to
about 60 parents by Murray Police
Officers Mike Robinson and Tracy
Guge, resource officers at Murray
High and Middle schools, as well as
Murray resident Dr. Allan Beane and
his wife, Linda, during a student
safety seminar at MMS last night.
School officials plan to present
some of the same information to

MMS students during an assembly
Monday morning; similar to what
has been provided to Calloway
County School students earlier this
month.
Murray parent Ruth Ann Drew
said after sitting through Guge's
seminar concerning youth selfasphyxiation — or "the choking
game" — that just thinking her children may be threatened or involved
in something dangerous is inconceivable, but that she realizes that what
you don't know can hurt you.
"I kind of live in an ivory tower
with my perfect family and two dogs
in the backyard and you want to think
this can't happen. So it is very
enlightening to me," she said. "I
want to be more educated so I can be
very aware if there are any signs."
Drew said she knows the world is
a more dangerous place today that it
was when she was a child.
"I look back at some of the silly

things I did, which were very minimal compared to all this. So it's very
scary." she said.
Tommy Shown, a social studies
teacher at the school who has a child
at Murray Elementary, says knowledge is the best weapon in protecting
children.
"I think the most important thing
is that parents are aware that it is
right here in our community," he
said. "We like to think that it's not
here because Murray is such a great
place, but we know what has happened in our community over the last
couple of months."
Shown says teachers spend a lot
of time with students — sometimes
more than the parents because of
hectic work schedules — and they
often see what parents do not and
want to help.
"We want parents and the students

•See Page 2A

Red Cross HEROES
passes $10K goal

KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times
Calloway
County Red Cross
HEROES campaign chairwoman Brenda Rowland chats with
Campbell
representing
was
who
Newton.
Larry
and
Vanover,
center,
board chairman Richard
Realty's fund-raising team during an event Thursday that celebrated the local Red Cross chap
ter exceeding its $10.000 goal
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The local American Red Cross chapter exceeded its goal of
raising $10,000 to help support its disaster preparedness and
relief efforts.
Preliminary totals indicate that the Calloway County chapter
raised more than $11,000 through the efforts of eight teams that
organized various fund-raisers during the month-long HEROES
campaign.
"All of you are heroes because you helped someone else with
your efforts," Calloway County American Red Cross Executive
Director Tory Daughnty said Thursday afternoon during a celebration event.
The funds will be used to support Red Cross services, such as
disaster relief, assistance for fire victims, emergency military
communications, first aid and CPR training and disaster preparedness information for our community.
All of the money raised stays in Calloway County.
Team C.A.R.E.(Campbell Auction and Real Estate) raised the
most with $1,700 through a silent auction, live auction and yard
sale and another $1,000 or so is expected to come in though more
auction items and awareness squares sold at Kroger.
The other teams and their estimated fund-raising totals:

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State lawmakers are picking
sides in the May gubernatorial
primary, just two days after the
legislature went home for the
season.
Gubernatorial candidates in
the Republican and Democratic
parties have both touted new
endorsements from legislators in
General
138-member
the
Assembly since it adjourned on
Tuesday.
Seven candidates are seeking
the Democratic
nomination and
three
Republicans
want the GOP
nod in the May
22
primary.
Both sides have
been active in
the endorsearena.
ment
Pendleton
with less than
two months until the election.
On the Democratic side, former Lt. Gov. Steve Henry said
Wednesday that state Rep. Larry
Clark, D-Louisville, and Sen.
Joey Pendleton, D-Hopkinsville,
were two of his campaign's cochairs.
Jody
Speaker
House
Richards, D-Bowling Green. on
Thursday said 38 of the 61
Democrats in the Kentucky
House were backing him in the
primary. Meanwhile. Louisville
businessman Bruce Lunsford
picked up pubsupport
lic
from state Sen.
Julian Carroll.
Former U.S.
Anne
Rep.
Northup. who
is looking to
Gov.
unseat
Ernie Fletcher
in the GOP priCarroll
said
mary
Thursday three
Republican state representatives
were supporting her campaign.
Heading into the session,
Gov. Ernie Fletcher had already
announced that at least 15
Republicans in the GOP-led
Senate were backing his bid for
re-election. Fletcher is also facing opposition in the primary
from Paducah businessman
Billy Harper.
The other candidates seeking
the Democratic nod include former lieutenant governor Steve
Beshear. Lexington attorney
Gatewood Galbraith, demolition
contractor Otis Hensley and
state Treasurer Jonathan Miller.
Such endorsements in a primary election are meaningful to
candidates, and can serve as a
Laurie
to
voters,
cue
Rhodebeck, a University of
Louisville associate professor of
political science, said. In a field
that's as crowded as the sevenperson Democratic primary.
endorsements can help voters
choose between candidates.
Rhodebeck said.
"One thing that can help a

See Page 3A
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that a gas container had
been hound with her body. Investigators
%lett As(' n 2t.'t the pants C'ross was %veining
Jul,. to 2tit5o
In the dav Lawn died, Graves County
I h. puty Sher ilt %like Perkins was driving on
Isermi,ky ;it t around 7-30 a.m. when he
L'11,0t1IIICIed I ass in a stopped Pontiac
(;rand Pr is iii attidav it said. Cross told
I'erdm he hail (till 1.1t1t 01 gas.
To the affidavit. Perkins
iliac
,LI,,
•irong odor of gasoline coming
(I
, and determined that a large
I .4 r,Jasolitie had been spilled on his
LIII
I w deputy also found a gas containdir Ink scat. sAhrth ('ross said he had
11it,
• 111111k
12.1 \ e Cross a ride to a home.
1
It III' returned to the car, he saw
11.1
ht111.'•ik1 I he marijuana seeds on
the It—iii .cat and found a .22 caliber handIII It1tC IS ,..hio...u.cording to a citation.
551.1
h'depot% ncril hack to arrest Cross.
Ti ,o(„aine in his possession.
I .1111,1
-.q7gested a possible tie
ro,, mid a black woven-leather
cite ot ('urrin's death
no. estigators believed
strangled with the
1,

belt between 2 and b a.m.
A handwritten notation on a copy of the
search warrant suggests that authorities did
collect samples from Cross. including blood,
head and pubic hair and a swab from inside
his mouth, as well as the pants.
It is unclear what was done with the samples or if they were taken to a laboratory for
testing.
Vicki Glass, a spokeswoman for the
attorney generals office, said Thursday she
could not comment on an ongoing investigation. Glass said she Also could not say
whether Cross had ever been dropped as a
suspect.
The Kentucky Bureau of Investigation
and the Kentucky State Police are in charge
of the investigation.
Cross, Burton and Caldwell remain in the
Graves County Jail on SI million bond each.
Investigators believe that Burton and
Cross raped Currin, and that Caldwell
forced her to perform a sexual act on Cross.
After Currin was beaten and choked to
death, police say Caldwell sexually abused
her corpse. Investigators also believe the
defendants poured gas on Currin's body and
set it on tire.

...

From Front

SheriffPolicelsis
Calloway County Sheritf's Department
• A caller from Wright Road reported a gun stolen from the residence at 4:31 p.m. Thursday. A burglary case was opened
Murray Police Deparbnent
•An injury crash was reported at North Fourth Street at Jakel at
5:10 a.m. Thursday.
• A subject broke a window at 10:45 a.m. Thursday at MurrayCalloway County Parks office and tied on foot. A Calloway County
deputy assisted with looking in the park and cemetery.
Murray State University Police Department
• A burned piece of paper was found at Elizabeth College at 9 06
a.m. Wednesday. There was no smoke or fire. Murray Fire
Department, Facilities Management and the state fire marshal's
office were notified.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

CourtDocket
Calloway Circuit Court
• Kevin Crawford, 39, was sentenced for forgery of prescription
and attempting to obtain a controlled substance by fraud when he
appeared in court Monday with attorney Rick Lamkin. A pre-trial
diversion was entered so the charges will be dismissed as long
as he meets the court conditions.
• Linda Hyte, 31, pleaded guilty to being a convicted felon in possession of a firearm, possession of marijuana and two counts of
possession of a controlled substance when she appeared in court
Monday with a public defender. The controlled substance
charges were originally trafficking in cocaine charges when she
was arrested in March 2006 as part of a drug roundup. Hyte will
be sentenced at 9 a.m. May 14.
•Teresa Kendall, 37, of Murray, pleaded guilty in two cases when
she appeared in court Monday with public defender Scott West.
In the 2007 case, she admitted to theft by unlawful taking more
than $300 and second-degree criminal possession of a forged
instrument. She also pleaded guilty to possession of a controlled
substance in a 2006 case that originally charged her with trafficking in a controlled substance. She will be sentenced in both
cases on April 23.
• Jeffrey Mohler. no age or address listed, pleaded innocent to
possession of a controlled substance and possession of drug
paraphernalia when he appeared in court Monday. His bond was
set at $5,000 and he is scheduled for a pre-trial conference at 9
a.m. May 18.
• Christopher D. Swift, 22, of Murray, was released from jail
Monday because his two-year prison term is probated for three
years for 12 counts of second-degree forgery. He was sentenced
Monday'wherr he appeared in court with public defender Scott
West. In order to remain out of the jail, he has to meet the court
conditions on his probation. The sentencing included another
2006 case in which Swift was charged with theft by deception
more than $300. A restitution order will be entered in both matters.
—Information from court records.
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Mike Robinson, a Murray Police school resource officer.
speaks to parents concerning the threat of Internet pornography and sexual predators during a student safety seminar at
Murray Middle School last night. Robinson says parents must
be aware of what their children are doing online,
talk to their daughter
issue and are prepared
take .11. 11011 to keep her safe
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dents. "You have more courage
than you know."
Johnson posted entries about
being gay and his dating life on
his MySpace.com Web page. He
said he withdrew from the
school last year over a policy
that prohibits students from promoting "sexual behavior not
consistent with Christian principles."
He is now a student at
Eastern Kentucky University in
Richmond.
On the courthouse lawn
Wednesday night, nine men quietly protested, carrying signs
that quoted Scripture.
Saxton Baptist Church pastor
Mike Gray said the group was
there to protest the "homosexual
agenda."
Soulforce stopped at the campus during a tour of 18 colleges.
a spokesman said.
Twelve members were arrested during a protest Monday at
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Louisville.

•HEROES ...
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WILLIAMSBURG, Ky.(AP)
- - A student who left a university after writing about a gay date
on a personal Web site joined
members of a gay -rights group
Wednesday to protest at the eastern Kentucky' school.
One of the organizers and
two students from University of
the Cumberlands were arrested
during a demonstration in front
of the school.
Officials from the small
Baptist school and Soulforce
told The Times-Tribune of
Corbin that they tried to agree
on terms that would allow
Soulforce to be on campus and
talk to students but failed.
"We could've avoided this."
said Michael Colegrove. university vice president for student
•cr‘iLe.. "They're here to make
Jason Johnson returned to
Williamsburg to be with the protester-s and thanked students at
his former school.
"Bles. ttu." he told the stu-
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Fletcher said he still is considering a special legislative session
to ask lawmakers to appropriate
the rest of the money needed at
the park.
In a legislative session that
ended earlier this week, lawmakers didn't appropriate the
funding Fletcher had asked for.
The design phase of the $24
million stadium project is
expected to last through
February.. Park officials want to
seek bids for construction in
March 2008.

Arrests made during
gay-right protest at
small Baptist school
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FRANKFORT, K.(AP) —
Gov. Ernie Floater has authorwed S9011.000 to design a new
stadium at the Kentucky Horse
Park.
Fletcher gave Commerce
Cabinet Secretary George Ward
the go-ahead on Thursday to use
money that had been set aside
tor a statewide campground
improvement project.
The proposed $24 million
stadium k being built for the
Alltech ELI World Equestrian
Games. set for 2010.
Even with that action.

firanctt-

From Front
Calloway County High School Beta Club ($1.420). Murray('alloway County Board of Realtors ($1,350). American Red Cross
1$1,200). MSU Red Cross Club and Rotaract ($1,066), Murray
Independent Schools ($1.066). CCHS teachers and nurses
(S1.010.17), Heritage Bank ($870)and other donations ($359).
"You are heroes. that's for sure." said campaign chairwoman
Brenda Rowland.
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with possible
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A new antenna was mounted on top of a water tower Thursday in Maysville, Ky. The antenna will benefit amateur radio operators, weather spotters, and emergency workers during threatening weather.

Vets say stolen info still could pose risk
Hackett, a Cincinnati attorney persons remain at grave risk of
and Iraq War veteran. That suit, identity theft," attorneys wrote
along with another filed in New in the filing, which was a
York, has since been transferred response to the government's
to the federal court district in motion to dismiss the suit.
Attorneys for the government
Washington. The third suit was
filed in Washington by a group said the suit should be thrown
out because, among other reaof Vietnam veterans.
The veterans said in a court sons, the plaintiffs lack standing
filing Wednesday that the suits to sue under the federal Privacy
should go forward because, Act. Charles Miller, a Justice
spokesman,
among other reasons, the data Department
could have been accessed and declined to comment further,
copied by thieves without leav- saying the government's arguing any evidence of tampering. ment is contained in the motion.
"Other than the specific inciThe information on the laptop
included the names, birth dates dent of theft that is described in
and social security numbers of the complaints, plaintiffs have
veterans discharged since 1975. failed to identify an event that
which identity thieves could use has caused them harm," the
to apply for credit cards or motion said.
19-year-olds , in
Two
loans.
"The 26.5 million affected Maryland were arrested in

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Data thieves could have swiped
personal information on millions of veterans from a stolen
laptop and be waiting for the
right time to use it. according to
a court filing from veterans who
sued last year over the highly
publicized theft.
Federal officials say they are
confident that no sensitive information was copied from the laptop, which was taken from a
analyst's
Affairs
Veterans
Maryland home on May 3 and
recovered on June 29. The computer contained sensitive information on 26.5 million veterans
in the VA's system.
The VA has asked a federal
judge to throw out three suits
related to the theft, ,includnig
one filed in Kentucky by Paul

Heritage Program planning session set
GOLDEN POND. Ky. — The USDA Forest
Service Land Between The Lakes will hold a planning session April 14 from 1-3 p.m. at the Golden
Pond Administrative Office.
This planning session is a follow-up to the four
local community meetings held in January and
February.
This session, led by Jamie Bennett. LBL
Heritage Program manager. will be a working
meeting to develop more detailed goals and specific tasks for the LBL Heritage Program.
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voter is to find a name that's
familiar," Rhodebeck said.
Scott Lasley, a Western
Kentucky University assistant
professor of political science.
said endorsements gave incremental benefits to candidates.
For one, they generate free publicity, Lasley said.
"There are some benefits.
particularly in a crowded race."
Lasley said.

CALLOWAY COUNTY
PRESCI-400L/WE4D START
SPRING REGISTRATION

Town Crier

FRANKLIN, Ky. (AP) —
Authorities seized 112 lbs. of
cocaine during a traffic stop on
Interstate 65 in southern
Kentucky.
Vehicle
Kentucky
Enforcement officers from
Simpson County stopped the
driver of a semi trautor-trailer
for speeding in a work zone on
Monday night. said KVE
spokesman Bobby Clue in a
statement. Clue said the amount
of cocaine was the second
largest cocaine seizure from a
traffic stop in Kentucky and the
largest seizure for KVE.
After talking with the driver,
officers asked for a drug-detecting dog be brought in.
Francisco J. Delacruz. 35..
and Humberto Contreras. 36.
were arrested and charged with
trafficking illegal narcotics.
Both men were placed in the
custody of the federal Drug
Enforcement Agency.
Authorities estimate the
street value of the cocaine to be
a little over $1.5 million.

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
PRESENTS

THE LIVING LAST SUPPER
A Musical Drama
SUNDAY APRIL 1,2007
6:00 p.m.

V Certified Birth Certificate
V Social Security Card

V Insurance Card or Medical Card
Your child does not need to be present
to register. Registration will be held at the
Preschool which is behind
the Calloway County High School

If you have any questions,
call the Preschool at 762-7410.
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Officers find 112
lbs. of cocaine
during 1-65
traffic stop

If your child will be 3 or 4 years old on or before October I at 2007 come and
register. You will need to bring the following with you:
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An eastern Kentucky man has
been charged with putting an
explosive device on his vehicle,
which was parked near a building being used as a temporary
courthouse.
Randy J. Back. 33. of
Campton was charged Tuesday
with second-degree use of a
weapon of mass destruction and
first-degree wanton endanger-

ment. Police allege Back made a
false report that caused
Magoffin County sheriff's
deputy Axel.Simonem to endanger his life while investigating.
A police report said the
device on the hood of the sport
utility vehicle consisted of two
blasting caps and one "booster."
which Trooper Scott Hopkins
described as similar to TNT.
Back denied the charges and
said he was "framed." He said
the call to police about the
device was made from a cell
phone he no longer uses.
Back's vehicle was parked
near a call center where he
works, which is adjacent to the
courthouse. The street in front of
the plaza was blocked for nearly.
four hours and nearby offices
evacuated while a state police
bomb squad removed the device
Monday evening.
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V Proof of Income
(W-2's or Income Taxes for 2006)

NOTICE
Dexter-Almo
The
II
Dist will
Heights Water
meet Monday at 6 p.m. at
the District Water Office
located at 351 Almo Rd.
Water
• South 641
District Board will meet
Monday. April 16, at 4.30
p.m. at Hazel City Hall.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

it the camcolleges.

The planning session is open to anyone interested in the.heritage at LBL. If unable to attend
this session, please contact Jamie Bennett at(270)
924-2015 or at jwbennett@fs.fed.us for additional
information, to arrange a more convenient time or
place to meet, or to answer questions or concerns.
Land Between The Lakes is managed by the
Forest Service. U.S. Department of Agriculture, in
partnership with "Friends of LBL," to provide
public lands outdoor recreation and environmental
education.

August and charged v.ili stealing the laptop. Authorities said
the teens did not realize the hard
drive contained veterans' personal data until the case was
publicized.
But attorneys for the veterati.
argued that sophisticated identity thieves depend on intermediaries to bring them raw data
from stolen hard drives and personal computers. They said
thieves could "lie low" until the
public uproar dies down.
"Will it happen next month or
two months from now or a year
from now because sotnebody
got it?" said Douglas J.
Rosinski. a South Carolina attorney who represents the Vietnam
veterans. "The worry itself is
10170.,and we cippcise the government's positipp„that, 'Hey.
we got it back, no harm
occurred."

fRANKI-ORT, Ky. AP)
Secrgyuy of State Trey Grayson
has asked the governor to consider ways to help cash-strapped
counties across the state cover
the costs of administering a
runoff election this June.
Grayson sent Gov. Ernie
Fletcher a letter Thursday asking
him to deal with the possible
runoff election that could follow
the May 22 primary. Otherwise,
counties would have to pay
about $1,1400 per precinct, and
the combined cost to local governments could cost between $5
million to $7 million.
requires
"The situation
immediate attention," Grayson
said in his letter to the governor.
State lawmakers in the
General Assembly adjourned
Tuesday night without addressing the runoff election possibility. The state Senate endorsed a
plan that would have abolished
the runoff. while the House supported funding it. No action left
the runoff intact.
Seven Democrats and three
Republicans are seeking their
parties nominations in the May.
22 primary. A runoff election
would he held in late June if a
candidate in either race does not
get at least 40 percent of the
vote.
Grayson, the state's top election official, said there is a "real
possibility" that the state would
has e a runott election this year
because of the number of candidates involved.

Kentucky
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In 2000, the division had
three hngades, M1A2 tbasedesign Abrams tanks. Bradley
A2 tbase-design tanks). the
situational awareness of the
battlefield was pros ided solely
by soldiers on the ground
calling in spot reports. communications were by
sight radio, there was no
armor protection hit Bumsees,
there was no connectivity
hetsteel' sers kes, and the
brigades had a mere 1.600
radii is
In 2i Kin, how es er. the ductshill had lour brigades with
ithire 111.111ell‘ er-c apatite companies they had the M I A2
Sy stem Enhancement Package
ilk luding improv ed armor,
independent thermal sights.
arid embedded digital command s% stems Their Bradley
N tanks had 'wooed
armor. and embedded digital
command sy stems Battlefield
situational awareness was
enhanced by unmanned aerial
reconnaissance sehicles
I, Al.; 51 integrated by Army
Battle Command Sr stems
Network Centrit Wart are )
Communications were by a
digital command-and-control
network, including satellites.
All Tactical Wheeled Vehicles
off the torward operating
bases were to be armored and
radios in a Brigade numbered
2,5111
The lads is that this president, along with Duntam
Hunter and others, sought to
gise the military all the
equipment they need because
w hen they came in there was
no (V1111111011 thanks it) the
skeltoniiing iii our armed
14 in_ es under Bill Clinton
l rider Bill Clinton we
heard suit h horror stones as
our soldiers and sailors going
w about essential training
because equipment was broken
and there were no pans to fix
it There were reports of
maintenance crews "cannitsaluing- other pieces (if equipment
to make Band-Aid repairs on
equipment that has worn out.
One obserser warned that
because no new tanks were
purchased in 1995. there was
a dear danger that by 2005
the tanks av adable would he
older than the soldiers driving
them Thanks to President
Bush and Duncan Hunter that
was not allowed to happen
Under President Clinton our
military was drastically downsired. Under the new Democratic leadership m Congress
our troops are now being
denied the funding they need
to pre% ail in Iraq
Once again 1 have to ask
hv they want us to lose
another war Wasn't losing in
ietnam enough'
ReaKan up heard art
in.
than 241 talk radio datom% ,t, part ol the Radio
Arnerha Nehtork_
COM10 Retitin(a i giglectir!,iort‘ 4 OM.
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tragedy. He lost his wife and
infant daughter in a car accident shortly after his first
By Nedra Pickier
election to the Senate in
1972. In 1988, he was hospiin his first White House run.
'They started a foundation in
talized for months after sufHis most extensive revelaWade's name to support
fering two brain aneurysms.
causes important to hint, such tions about Wade during the
Biden sometimes talks
2004 presidential race came
as scholarships and a comin his book, "Four Trials," in about the experiences, particputer lab where students can
ularly in discussions of
which he described the loss
get after-school help
health care. Recently in an
as "the undercurrent of my
A person close to the
appearance before the nation's
Edwardses, who did not want
-Nothing in my life has
largest firefighters union, he
to be quoted talking about
expressed gratitude for firees er hit rue and stripped
their family decision., said
fighters who saved his two
es ers thing away like my
they are talking more openly
smut s death:" Edwards wrote.
sons who were also injured
about their experience with
-Fhat moment, those days.
in the car crash but recovWade's death because they
belong to our family.ered. He said firefighters also
believe it helps answer legitiJust weeks before Wade
drove him to a neurosurgeon
mate questions about how
died, the teen st as honored
in a snowstorm for the operthey will cope with Mrs.
at the W bite House by thenation that saved his life.
Edwards' cancer.
first lady Milan Rodham
"We owe you big," he
When asked during last
Clint,in. mist Edwards' chief
said. "You literally saved the
Thursday's news conference
Els ai !of the Democratic
lives of three Bidens.how they could stay locused
illatioti. tor an essay he
uc
Donna Brazile, Gore's
on the campaign — and perV. rote ot.out going into the
campaign manager, said famihaps eventually with running
1).111.4 N.\ with his father as
the country -- Mrs. Edwards
ly narratives can give more
meaning to a candidate's reacited her husband's work on
hhet presidential candison for running, but the disthe Wade Edwards Foundacussion must be balanced so
dates have openly talked
tion
the candidate is not seen as
about their tragedies on the
"He has an unbeliev able.
exploiting tragedy.
toughness. a resen.e that
campaign trail. Former Vice
"I think the Edwards are
allows hint to push forw and
President Al Gore discussed
his sister's death from cancer. bringing in Wade to say.
with what needs to happen.and former House Democratic 'We've faced tragedy and
she said. "It's what happened
we've overcome and we will
Leader Dick Gephardt. proalter our son died in 1990,
overcome again,- Brazile
Edwards was asked in an
moting his health care plan.
said.
spoke about his son's sucinters le% broadcast Sunday
Mrs. Edwards was always
cessful cancer treatment.
on CBS' "611 Minutes- why
-Some people like to say
more open about discussing
he and his wile want to go
Wade. although also careful
that their private life is sepathrough a presidential camnot to be seen as using his
rate. but I think that's a
paign when she has a finite
myth," said Erik Smith. a
memory for political gain in
period of time left
the 2004 campaign. She
"We all have a finite pen- top adviser on Gephardt's
2004 campaign. "The reality
wrote more about her grief
od of time, and the idea that
is that if you are running for in an autobiography that
we know what that finite
came out last year, "Saving
president. your life isn't priperiod is, is a fantasy to
vate any more.
Graces."
begin with.- Edwards
"Personal stones and perAsked about how much it
responded. "As we learned in
drives his life in an interview
1996. with our son, we don't
sonal anecdotes help them
o‘ercotne voter cynicism."
on MSNBC's "Hardball" in
know what's going to hapSmith said. "A lot of time
December. Edwards responded
pen
people assume the worst
that "it makes you think
The cruel tragedy of
about what you are doing
Waders death changed es ery about politicians and assume
their positions come from
and makes you probably
thing tor the Edwardses. Mrs
polling, and particularly on
more interested in serving."
Edwards quit her lob as an
presidential campaigns. it's
"When I die, I want to
attorney, their daughter Cate
important tor people to
feel like Wade's death and
canceled her plans to attend
understand that those policies
his life helped me realize
boarding school and a year
this,- he said. "I want to
come from a personal place:later John Edwards began
Democrat Joe Biden,
feel like I've done everything
campaigning for the Senate
another candidate in the 2(1)8 I can to serve, whatever that
He declined to talk much
rice, has also experienced
turns out to be."
about Wade in that race and

corn
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WASHINGTON (API
As he tries to explain how
he'll cope with the return of
his wite•s cancer, presidential
hopeful John Edwards is
opening up about another
family struggle - the death
()I his teenage son Wade II
years ago.
His family life suddenly in
the spotlight. Edwards has
responded by speaking about
an experience bound to bring
him sympathy, humanize his
campaign and focus on persec erance alter tragedy .
The discussion began last
Thursday when John and
Elizabeth Edwards aimounced
her breast cancer had spread
to her hone. It continued
Saturday when Edwards was
asked it he could balance the
campaign and her diagnosis_
"This is not the first challenge like this Elizabeth and
1 have been through,"
Edwards said at a candidate
forum in Las Vegas. "As
many ol you know, we lost
our son about lit, actually
about 11 years ago now —
in 1996,"
Wade Edwards was 16
when he died, on the way to
the family beach home in
their home state of North
Carolina, when a gust of
wind swept his Jeep off the
highway
Wade's name is spoken
frequently in the Edwards
household, those close to
them say, alive in the memories of his parents and sister
and even well-known by two
siblings born after his death.
But Edwards had been hesitant to bring his oldest son
into his political life, even
though by. many accounts
Wade inspired his father to
run for office
Edwards wore his son's
Outward Bound pin on his
suit racket in silent tribute
throughout the 2004 campaign. He sometimes wears
the pin on the 2008 trail.
The Edwartises didn't want
his son to be remembered
for his death, but his life,
those close to them say.
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Humanizing a campaign
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✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editorOmurrayledger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be

typed

leK/bk✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, Kbel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, wiN not be
or

accepted.
✓ Letters

only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times

staff.
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
www house govwhitheld

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
www im bunning@ bunning.senate.goy
1-202-224-4343

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

Washington, DC, 20510

State Rep. Melvin Henley (R-Murray)
Room 329J, Capitol Annex
melvin.henley@Irc ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
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Obituarles
Patricia Berry

Mrs. Halloween Vinson

Patricia Berry, 53, Barnett Street, Hazel, died Thursday, March
29, 2007, at 11:30 p.m. at her home. Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
is in charge of arrangements.

The funeral for Mrs. Halloween Vinson was today (Friday) at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Bailey Funeral Home, Vienna, Ill. Rev. Jeff
VanCleve officiated. Burial was in the Pleasant Ridge Cemetery,
Vienna. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice,
616 Market St., Metropolis, 111., 62960.
Mrs. Addie Jane Noel,87,Cadiz, died Thursday, March 29, 2007,
Mrs. Vinson, 92, Vienna, ill., died Wednesday. March 28, 2007,
4 2:24 a.m. at Covington's Convalescent Center, Hopkinsville. She at 6:25 a.m. at Hillview Health Care Center, Vienna. She was a
retired from Elk Brand Manufacturing as a seamstress with 25 years member of New Mount Cannel Baptist Church, New Concord, Ky.,
of service and was a member of Mt. Pleasant Baptist Church.
and of Whistlers & Whittlers Senior Citizens Center. She and her
; Born March 14, 1920, in Trigg County, she was the daughter of late husband, James Everett Vinson, to whom she was married July
the late Jack Grant and Bessie Gresham Grant. Also preceding her 19, 1945, and who died Aug. 16, 1994, owned and operated a small
death were one son, Douglas Earl Noel; two brothers, Willie Jack general store in the Bloomfield community for many years.
(*ant and Jesse L. Grant; and two grandchildren, Kaila Noel and
Also preceding her in death were a stepson, Bobby Vinson: one
ehristopher Noel.
sister, Aubunia Perkins; and one brother, Aubrey Mart. Born Aug.
Survivors include her husband, Douglas Cannon Noel, to whom 17, 1914,in New Concord, she was the daughter of the late William
she had been married for 67 years; three sons, Larry Noel and Tony Roy Man and Cecille Cooper Maff.
Noel, both of Cadiz, and Jerry (Mickey) Noel, Hopkinsville; one
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Marjorie Cullen and husbrother, Norris Grant, Cadiz; one sister, Mrs. Enuna Julia Dixon, band, Richard, Murray, Ky.; four sons, Pete Stewart and wife,
Hopkinsville; six grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
Donna, Brownsburg, Ind., and Phil Stewart, Gary Vinson and wife,
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Suzanne, and Steve Vinson, all of Vienna, Ill.; one sister, Mrs.
Funeral Home,Cadiz. Rev. Richard Sexton will officiate. Burial will Hynda Osborn, Stuart, Fla.; 11 grandchildren; two stepgrandchilf011ow in the Mt. Pleasant Baptist Church Cemetery in Trigg dren, 18 great-grandchildren; two stepgreat-grandchildren; several
County. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. nieces and nephews.
Saturday. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Cadiz Gideon
Camp, P.O. Box 65, Cadiz, Ky., 42211.
Mrs. Shirley Bernard Worster Overson
The funeral for Mrs. Shirley Bernard Worster Overson will be
today (Friday) at 1 p.m. in the Delhonune Chapel of the Flowers,
The funeral for Mrs. Inez Goodman will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in Lafayette, La. Pastor Tommy Faulk of First Assembly of God will
the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. Rev. Carl officiate. Burial will follow in the Lafayette Memorial Park.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Alzheimer's
Butler will officiate. Burial will follow in the Sinking Spring
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Association, 919 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1100, Chicago. III.,
60611-1676. Online condolences may be made at www.delhonuneSaturday.
Mrs. Goodman, 94, Murray, died Thursday. funeralhome.com.
Mrs. Overson, 81, The Woodlands, Texas, died Saturday. March
March 29, 2007, at 4:30 a.m. at Spring Creek
Health Care. She was a member of Sinking 24, 2007, at 4 a.m. at Silverado Alzheimer's Unit. The Woodlands.
A native of Schriever. La., she resided in Thibodaux. La., for 25
Spring Baptist Church.
Her husband, J.C. Goodman; two sisters, years and Lafayette. La., for 30 years before living in The
Julia Arnett and Eufaula Orr; and four brothers, Woodlands for the past five years.
Preceding her in death were her first husband. Edward A.
Coleman Arnett, McKinley Arnett, Hadley
Bryan Arnett and Cleatus Arnett, all preceded Worster; her second husband, ysfayne A. Overson; her parents.
her in death. Born June 22, 1912, she was the Thomas J. Bernard and Helen Orillion Bernard; six sisters, Joyce
Goodman
daughter of the late Alonzo Arnett and Mary Ann Marie Bernard, Beatrice Andras, Lucille Vinet, Isabel] Talbot. Ruth
Brown and Ruby Williams; one brother, Andrew J. Bernard.
Young Arnett.
Survivors include one daughter, Gayle W. Nathan.
Survivors include one son, Steven Goodman and wife, Susan.
Murray; one stepdaughter, Barbara Pyles. Nathrop, Colo.; two Charlottesville, Va.; one son. Alan B. Worster and wife, Sharon
grandchildren. John Matthew Goodman, Paducah, and Debra Worster, The Woodlands, formerly of Murray, Ky.; four grandchildren, Drew F. Barrios and wife, Dr. Kathryn Sawhill. and Myles
Michelle Goodman, Murray; several nieces and nephews.
Worster, Audry Worster and Adam Worster; one great-grandchild.
Marlon Barrios; one brother, Sherman A. Bernard; one sister, Willie
A memorial service for Mrs. Ida King will be announced at a later Mae Hebert.
date. Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. King. 97, Murray, died Thursday. March 29, 2007, at 2:40
a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. She was of Methodist faith and
Merrell
was born Oct. 27. 1908. Preceding her in death were her husband, George
George H. Merrell will be today (Friday)at 2 p.m.
for
funeral
The
three
Brooks;
Darlene
daughter,
one
Neb.;
Sydney.
of
King
William
sisters. Minnie Wood, Genevieve Aier and Edna Amos; and three in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. Roy
Yoakum and Rev. Roger Melton will officiate.
brothers, William Amos, Enunut Amos and Clarence Amos.
Pallbearers will be Jelly T. Eldridge, Gary Lynn Clark. Brandon
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Beverly J. Gaither, North
Port. Fla.; one grandson, Michael K. Vaughn, Vacaville, Calif.; one J. Eldridge, Richard E. Ward,Jim Barney and Mitch Ray. Burial will
follow in the Barnett Cemetery.
brother, Harry Amos. Holyoke, Mass.; brother-in-law, William E.
Visitation is now at the funeral home. Online
Brooks, Murray; one great-grandson, James W. Vaughn.
condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Jeffrey Lee Gossett
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
A graveside service for Jeffrey Lee Gossett will be Saturday at 11
Relay for Life, Ann: Kathy Hodge, 215 Little
a.m. at the Benton Cemetery. Rev. Bill Williams will officiate.
Oaks Lane, Murray, Ky., 42071.
Pallbearers will be Buddy Rose, Todd Rose. Homer Rayburn, Joe
Mr. Merrell. 85, Henry Street, Murray. died
will
Visitation
Gossett:
Zach
and
Rayburn
Jeremiah
David Rayburn,
Tuesday. March 27, 2007. at 11:40 p.m. at
be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Merrell
Mr. Gossett, AO. Cherry Street, Murray, died Tuesday, March 27,
An Ann y veteran of World War 11, he was of
2()07. at 11:10 a.m. at his home.
He was of Baptist faith and was a Tae Kwon Do black belt study- Baptist faith. He had retired from the former J. & S. Chevron gas
ing for 10 years. He was born March 10, 1961, in Greenville. His station.
Born Sept. 8, 1921. in New Concord. he was the son of the late
mother, Jane Rayburn Gossett, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jennifer Gossett, Jacksonville. William Robert Merrell and Annie Armstrong Merrell. Also precedFla.; three sons. Zach Gossett, Murray, Joseph Gossett, Jacksonville. ing him in death were two sisters, Helen Gardner and Mary Mae
and Jeffrey Gossett. Texas; his father, Doug Gossett, Hammond. Gardner.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Nellie Melton Merrell: one
Ind.; one brother, Gary Wayne Gossett, Chicago, Ill.; several uncles,
daughter, Mrs. Nedra Clark and special friend. Richard Ward,
aunts, nieces and nephews.
Murray; one brother. William (Bill) Merrell, New Mexico; four
Jerry Thomas Eldridge, Gary L. Clark, Susan R. Sons
grandchildren,
Billy Joe Anderson
The funeral for Billy Joe Anderson will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in and special friend. Brian Hopkins, and Brenda K. Montgomery and
the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Keith Norsworthy and husband. Randy; three great-grandchildren, Brandon J. Eldridge.
Daniel Walker will officiate. Burial will follow in the Edwards Alexanderia Montgomery and Gabriel Tugnon; several nieces and
nephews.
Cemetery. Benton.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).
Mr. Anderson, 70. Slaughter Road, Benton, died Wednesday.
March 28, 2007, at 1:50 p.m. at his home.
A retired contractor, he was a member of Walnut Grove Church
of Christ. Preceding him in death were his parents, Randol Anderson
and Thelma Rudolph Anderson, and one sister, Delores Edwards.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Geraldene Free Anderson; three
yrs hi
sons. Roger Anderson, Murray. and Randy Anderson and Billy Dean
Murphy.
Rhonda
daughters,
four
Benton;
Anderson, both of
rN7kth.
01,
Clarksville. Tenn., Karen Fulks. Mayfield. Tresia Darnall, Benton.
L.
and Patricia Ray, Palmersville, Tenn.; three brothers, Alton
,
tit91
Anderson, Jerry Anderson and Ronnie Anderson, and one sister,
Ps.
great-grandchil10
grandchildren;
14
Benton;
of
all
Edwards.
Patsy
dren.
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Mrs. Inez Goodman
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The funeral for Mrs. Dixie June Melton will be today (Fnday)at
1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home. Benton. Gary
Knuckles and Jim Phillips will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Pettit Cemetery in the Tennessee area of Land Between the Lakes.
Visitation is now at the funeral home. Expressions of sympathy may
be made to American Cancer Society, do Betty Haley,6935 Brewers
Hwy.. Benton. Ky.. 42025.
Mrs. Melton, 75. Elm Street, Benton. died Tuesday. March 27.
2007, at 9 a.m. at Calvert City Convalescent Center. A retired cook.
she was a member of Briensburg Church of Christ. Her husband.
Floyd L. Melton, preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the
late Raymond Bailey and Ethel Boyle Bailey.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Jo Ann Melton York,
Benton; two sons, Richard L. Melton. Alexandria. Va.. and Darrell
Melton and wife. Carol. Benton, four grandchildren, Michael
Henson, Trinity Melton and Aaron Melton. all of Benton, and David
Melton, Dallas. Texas: one stepgranddaughter. Laressa Bazzell,
Madisonville: two great-granddaughters, Whitney Henson and
Payton Henson. both of Benton: one stepgreat-granddaughter,
Ashley Bazzell. and one stepgreat-grandson Gage Bazzell, both
Madisonville.
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•Potted Plants ct Outdoor Patio Decor
•Prom Bouquets .Custom Wedding Design
•Dinnerware & Handpainted Pottery
•Bridal Registry
•Adorable Gift Baskets starting at $15

Free Do/tverbir on All Itaimr!

Democrats seek more
dollars for education,
health care, security
WASHINGTON (AP) House Democrats plan spending
increases for education, health
care and national security when
they pass their first budget plan
since regaining control of
Congress.
Republicans
Meanwhile,
regrouping from their loss of a
majority in last year's election
faced a difficult vote Thursday
on whether to cut Medicare to
help finance renewal of
President Bush's 2001 and 2003
tax cuts.
The Democratic plan predicts
a sizable surplus in five years,
but only if Bush's tax cuts expire
scheduled.
as
2010
in
Democrats said the $2.9 trillion
plan for next year would point
the way to a surplus after years
of red ink under Bush and a
GOP-controlled Congress.
Republicans said that $153
billion surplus in 2012 would
appear only if tax cuts passed in
2001 and 2003 expire in four
years — amounting to the
in
increase
"largest tax
American history.The future of the Bush tax
cuts will likely be decided after
the 2008 presidential election.
While in the majority. congressional Republicans never held
votes to make all of them permanent, despite Bush's annual calls
to do so.
Under Congress'. budget
process. the annual budget resolution is a nonbinding outline
that guides future legislation. It
lets the two parties show voters
their competing fiscal visions,
often without having to take the
politically difficult votes to
implement them.
The Democratic budget blueprint calls foi a nearly $25 billion increase next year for
domestic programs popular with
lawmakers in both parties.
approving Bush's record budget
increase for the Pentagon's nonwar budget and $145 billion for
and
Iraq
in
operations
Afghanistan next year.
Those spending boosts would
cause the deficit to rise from
$209 billion this year to $241
billion in 2009 before increased
revenues from the expiration of
the 2(X)I and 2003 tax cuts rapidly generate a surplus.
Republicans credit those tax
cuts — on income, investments.
estates, married couples and
families with children, among
other things — with reviving the
economy from a recession early
in Bush's first term.
Extending those tax cuts
would cost about $250 billion in
Democrats
alone.
2012
acknowledge many of the provisions — especially those aimed
at middle-income taxpayers —
will be renewed.
"That decision will be taken
when we reach it. When we have
to cross that bridge, we'll cross
that bridge." said House Budget
Committee Chairman John
Spratt Jr.. D-S.C. "We hope
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well have a surplus by that
point in time.
For now, the budget plan
would require lawmakers seeking to cut taxes or boost benefit
programs — such as Medicare,
children's health care or farm
subsidies — to "pay for- the
changes with tax increases or
offsetting spending cuts.
That rule would greatly complicate efforts later this year to
boost funding for a popular
health insurance program for
poor children.
Democrats opted to put oft
politically painful decisions on
shoring up the finances of
Medicare and Social Security.
Republicans countered with
an alternative plan cutting $279
billion from federal benefit programs such as Medicare and
Medicaid over the next five
years — far greater cuts than
proposed by Bush in February.
The plan. authored by Paul
Ryan of Wisconsin. top
Republican on the budget panel.
would fully extend the 2001 and
2003 rounds of tax cuts, at a cost
of about $450 billion. But
Ryan's plan is certain to lose by
a big margin Thursday.
The Democratic measure is
largely a response to complaints
that Bush has shortchanged programs funded each year by
appropriations bills — including
education, health research and
grants to local governments —
while offering big increases to
the Pentagon and providing tax
cuts tilted toward affluent. GOPleaning constituencies.
But the Democratic budget
also suffers from key flaws
Democrats such as Sprint have
seen in Bush's budgets.
Both plans fail to account for
the long-term costs of overhauling the alternative minimum tax
so it does not raises taxes on
more than 20 million middleclass taxpayers.
And the Democratic plan
mirrors Bush's request for the
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.
which assumes no funding after
2(109.
"It is simply immoral for this
government to continue to mortgage our children's futures
through policies that lead only to
growing deficits and deeper
national debt,- said Majority
Leader Steny Hoyer, D-Md.
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Calloway County Retired Teachers
Association will meet Monday

MCCH releases Health
Express stops for April
/Vol!, iiunr, Hospital Health Express will
and glaucoma screenings as well as blood pre.arid pulse ties ks during the month ot April
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COACH SPEAKER: Morgan Hicks, left, coach of the Murray
State intercollegiate rifle team, presented the program at
Tuesday's dinner meeting of the Lions Club. Hicks, an eight
time NCAA all-American shooter during her undergraduate
years at MSU, described her recent experiences as both a
coach and an international competitor. Shown wifhTher is
Lions president Rowina Wilburn
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at 2 p.m. at
all musicians
and listeners. For more information contact Velvaleen at 7536979.

Death of a Parent Support Group will meet Monday at 7
p.m. This is a support group for people who have lost one or
both parents due to death and to help each other through the
hard times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-

V. ill be a C tM11,111C(1
Mid blIstlit:ss Meet
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A

Lodge meeting Monday
Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Monday at 7:30 at the Masonic Hall.
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Fire Protection District Monday
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Calloway County Fire Protection District will meet Monday
at 6 p.m. at the No. 1 fire station of Calloway County FireRescue on East Sycamore Street, Murray.
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Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will meet Monday at 7
p.m. at the district water office at 351 Almo Rd.. Almo.
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SPECIAL EVENT: Luke Schwepker and his dad, David,
worked together on a special mouse pad for dad as part of the
annual -Donuts with Dads at Kingdom Kids Learning Center.
Dad or clad substitutes were invited to a breakfast of donuts
and fruit and then visited the class to work on a project together
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The Murray-Calloway County Republican Women's Club
will have a luncheon on Saturday at noon at the Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. Gail Russell, formerly
of Murray. will be the special speaker. Russell is now the
intenni chairperson of the Kentucky Republican Party and a
delegate to the Republican National Committee. Tickets are
$10 at the door. For more information call Lynsey at 705-7436
or Crystal at 227-9551. All interested women are invited.
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Republican Women plan lunch
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Calloway County Fire-Rescue Station on Saturday at 10 a.m.
at Cypress Springs Restaurant. The station would cover the
Crawford's Landing and Cypress Springs and Valentine Road
area of southeast Calloway County and would affect all residents of the New Concord zip code area.
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West Tennessee Cerebral Palsy Center in
Henry County, Tenn.. will sponsor its first
"Shoot For A Cause Day" on Saturday at the Henry County
Gun Club near Puryear. Shooting (trap, skeet, rifle, pistol) will
be from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. with rounds $5 each. Concessions
will he available. A silent auction will be from 1 to 2 p.m.
The club is located off Hwy. 140 west of Puryear. For more
information call 759-1556.
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Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet Monday at 11:30 a.m. in
the lower level of the Murray Woman's
Club house. A light lunch will be served
by the Calloway County retirees.
The program will focus on legislative
Issues with speakers being Sen. Ken Winters, Rep. Melvin Henley and KTRS Board
member Jay Morgan. A donation will be
taken for Relay for Life.
Bill Call, president, urges all eligible
retirees to attend.

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU APR. 5
moviesinmurray.com
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN ONLY
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KIDSIONMENT SALE
NEW MURRAY LOCATION
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Relay for
Life team
plans
themed
dance event
'Dancing For A Cure.
' will
he theme of a dance planned
Saturday from 7 to 10 p
at the Harmon Woodmen of
the World
building at no
C Lowry Dr , located off
rth Fourth Street. by the
kirksey
United
Methodist
Church Relay (or Life team.
This will be a tun night for
the whole family with something or all ages
Refreshments will be set-% ed Attire
will he dress!, of sentl-f01-111:11
V11111ss1011 will he S20 tor lam S16 for couple. $10 for
adult and $s for child IX and
under
Tickets are currently being
st ld. but will be available at
the door
For more information vontact Cynthia Hart at 291-1510
or Jane Field at 49-2372.

"TimberWolf Organic sII Brand
'

Pet Food Supplier
Murray, KY 42071
Phone:

270-436-5984
"Quality Pet Foodfor Quality Pets"
tie. Ur Shopping CM • beLltillfag

MWC board will meet Monday
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Tracy Wortham.
president, urges all board members to be present.

CCMS PISA event tonight
The PTSA of Calloway County Middle School will sponsor
its annual "Family Fun Night" tonight from 6 to 9 p.m. Student admission is $5 and all parents will be admitted free.
Also invited are current Calloway County 5th grade students
and their parents to participate in special activities which will
include games. inflatables and karaoke. Parents will be able to
participate in a hands-on Internet Safety session and other
informational seminars. Free meal will be provided to parents
attending seminars, concessions for students available at vafious prices. CCMS's Comprehensive School Improvement Plan
will be availablefor review from 6 to 9 p.m.

Easter Egg Hunt Sunday
A community-wide Easter Egg Hunt will be Sunday at 2
p.m. at the Murray State Quad (the grassy area across from
Vitello's restaurant at North 15th and Olive Streets. This will
include face painting, live music and balloon animals by Tango
the Clown. Sponsors of the event are Alpha Gamma Delta
sorority. Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity and The Journey Church.
In case of rain, the event will be held in the MSU Curns
Center.

Cats-only microchipping Saturday
The Humane Society of Calloway County will hold its first
ever cats-only microchipping clinic on Saturday from 10 a.m.
to I p.m. at the W'eaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St..
Murray. This is an opportunity to provide cat owners to provide a permanent way of identifying their cat by implanting a
grain of rice stied microchip under the cat's skin, estimated
for 25 years_ Cost of the microchip and registration is $10.
For the safety of the cats, owners are asked to bring the cats
in a carrier. Digital photographs will also be taken of each cat
for the Humane Society's free Lost Pet Photo registry, For
more information call the Humane Society at 759-2884 from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.. Monday through Friday.

Watson ceremony on Saturday
An Eagle Court of Honor for Nathan Watson of Boy Scout
Troop 45 of Murray will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the Hale
Chapel of First United Methodist Church. A reception will follow in the fellowship hall. All relatives and friends are invited. Watson is the son of Scott and Sharon Watson of Murray_

Glory Bound will be tonight
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be tonight
from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United
Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
groups will be the Sugar Creek Singers and The Farmers. .
There is no admission charge, but items for Need Line will
be accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 7535643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.
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Bartsch will show her
senior art exhibit at
Doyle Fine Arts Center

achers
tday

Murray State University
student Christina Bartsch will
have her bachelor of fine arts
exhibition in the Seventh Floor
Gallery in the Doyle Fine Arts
Center at Murray State University from April 6-15. A
gallery reception will be held
April 13, from 6-8 pm.
Bartsch's show will feature
original etchings on paper.
Through layering images and
colors. Bartsch explores the
conflicting relationship between
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adult and child as well as how
children are socialized by this
relationship, ultimately producing artwork that is both playful and structured.
A Dean's List student at
MSU. Bartsch is from Shepherdsville, Ky., and is the
daughter of Richard and Patricia Bartsch. After graduation
she plans to take time off of
school and focus on making
art a part of her daily life.
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Leann Ferguson is pictured showing her weight loss.

Askew and Ferguson
reach goals in the TOPS
Chapter in Murray
Members of TOPS Chapter 2(X),(XX) members. What makes
# 616, Murray, have reached TOPS unique from most weight
their goal weight by the end loss programs is in addition
to providing support to memof 2006.
Graduating from TOPS(Tak- bers, chapters make weight loss
ing Off Pounds Sensibly) to fun by having contests, activKOPS (Keeping Off Pounds ities, special speakers, and
Sensibly) are Dee Askew and weekly programs on nutrition
and fitness".
Leann Ferguson.
TOPS also bestows awards
This summer both ladies
will graduate at the TOPS Ken- on members at the chapter.
tucky State Recognition Days state and international level.
to be held this year in Padu- Unlike other weight loss programs, once a member reachcah.
Askew reached her goal with es their goal weight they con21 pounds lost. Ferguson tinue to attend TOPS. meet. •14S. &ter becoming a kOFiS.
reached her goal with a 9.S
pound loss and shrank from a a member's weight is recorded every week. Support and
size 26W/28W to 10/12.
Askew and Ferguson said awards are given to KOPS
in order to lose the weight members to help them mainthey watched their food por- tain their desired weight.
Nationally. TOPS has many
tions, walked and excercised
daily. But they said what kept members who have reached
them on track was regularly their 25 year KOPS anniverattending weekly TOPS meet- sary: last year a member reached
ings and the love and support her 50th year of maintaining
her goal weight while in KOPS.
of TOPS members.
TOPS Leader. Joyce Wether- Wetherholt said "That is what
holt, who has lost over 1(X) makes TOPS great. TOPS is
pounds herself, said that "TOPS there for you as long as you
is a non-profit weight loss sup- need them whether it is for 5
port group that has been oper- months or 50 years.For more information on
ating since 1948. Currently,
there are more than 10.0(X) TOPS call Joyce at 753-9080
chapters in the United States or go to http:11www.tops.ora.
and Canada that total over

Lauraene Zaporzhet, dean of
Murray
State
University
Library, was the guest speaker at the March meeting of
the Hazel Woman's Club held
at the Hazel Community Center.
She is of Ukrainian decent
and showed the club how to
make Pysanky, also known as
Ukrainian Easter eggs, a form
of folk art.
The club discussed and
approved plans for remodeling
the kitchen at community center. Also the club voted to contribute to Project Graduation
at Calloway County High
School again this year.
-Carla White was. voted in
as a new member. The devotion was given by Elaine
Paschall
A meal was provided by
the members with each one
bringing a dish of food from

Downing will be honored
at recognition ceremony

Lauraene Zaporzhet
a different country.. Nancy (is erbey and Marylin Liddle were
hostesses.
Present were 15 members
and two guests. Angela Halkias
and Zaporzhet.
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Elizabeth (Ellie) Claire Falwell

'Service After Sale

Billie R. Downing. founder ray State University that is
of the special education pro- majoring in the field of spegram at Murray State Univer- cial education_ Checks should
sity., will he honored at a spe- he made out to the MSC Founcial recognition ceremony in dation and noted that they are
the second Boor auditorium of for the Billie Downing ScholAlexander Hall on Tuesday. at arship. Donations should he
4 p.m.
mailed to: Murray State UniDowning joined the faculty versity. Office of Development,
of Murray State in 1965 as 106 Development Center. Murthe university's first teacher of ray. KY 42071.
A reception will folkwx th
special education. She served
13 years on the MSU faculty. recognition ceremony. The publeaving in 1978 to work at the lic is ins ited to join with the
Bureau of Exceptional Chil- college of education and the
dren in Frankfort. She retired entire university community as
as director °I the Bureau in they honor Downing tor her
dedicated service to Murray
1984.
Tributes in hr'in of Down- State University and her career
ing may he made to the Bil- of fostering the advancement
lie Downing Scholarship to of special education initiatives
assist a full-time student at Mur- throughout Kentucky.

yo e

011-/ .7/nnouncemen/
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Falwell of Murray are the parents of a daughter. Elizabeth
(Ellie) Claire Falwell. born on
Friday, Feb. 23, 2007, at 9:20
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
12 ounces and measured 19
inches. The mother is the former Jana Thorn.
Grandparents are Arvis and
Martha Thorn of Almo and
Grundy and Beth Falwell of
Elizabeth (Ellie)
Murray.
Claire Falwell
are
Great-grandmothers
Clyzell Falwell and Inez Norwood, both of Murray.

Photo provided

CASA DONATION: Michelle Gantt. left. director of CASA
(Court Appointed Special Advocate) of Calloway County Inc
accepts a donation of $500 Wal-mart community grant fron
Daniel Sonar, assistant manager.
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Isn't it funny how some people
can see beauty everywhere?
They find it in the people
around them, in the skies above,
and anywhere and everywhere
they turn their gaze. Then there
are others who seemingly refuse
to see beauty anywhere,
whether in the splendor of
c.-41
nature or in the artistic creations
"c><1
of humankind. Most of us fall
somewhere between these two
extremes, catching occasional glimpses of beauty in
nature and in works of art. Why is this the case, that
some are able to see it and others not? Perhaps it is
because they have cultivated a frame of mind that is
sensitive to beauty, because beauty is important to
them. As Ralph Waldo Emerson put it, "Though we
travel the world over to find the beautiful, we must
carry it with us or we will find it not." The raging
oceans, the starry heavens and all of nature are things
ot sublime beauty, but we must cultivate our heart,
and our minds to appreciate them. Each day we
should try to see the beauty and goodness in all ot
Cod',
. creation.
To the pure all things are pure, but to the corrupt
and unbelieving nothing is pure; their very minds
and consciences are corrupted.
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Bro. Tim Cole joins members from various Blood River Baptist Association churches in preparing a box to be sent to a U.S. service member as part of the LifeBox Project.

Military to get Easter treats
from Baptists' box efforts
Staff Report
On March 17, the Blood
River Baptist Association, under
Director of Missions Bro. Tim
Cole, participated in the
LifeBox Project, which ministers to men and women serving in the U.S. military.
The project, through the
Southern Baptist Associations
Christian
LifeVv'ay
and
Resources, prepares gift boxes
for service members to receive
on Easter.
Baptist churches which participated in the box preparation included New Zion. Kirksey, Dexter, Briensburg, Union

Ridge, Memorial, New Harmony, Altona, East Marshall,
Owens Chapel, Oak Grove and
Bethlehem. Also, several youth
groups participated in the event.
Each box contains snacks,
socks, nail clippers, a toothbrush, chap stick. stationary,
pens, gum and candy, as well
as a Christian magazine, devotion book and CD.
Most boxes are filled with
extra items that can be shared
in an effort to share the love
of Jesus Christ, according to
Michelle L. Paschall, youth
minister at Memorial Baptist
Church.

Forty churches sent items
for the packages, as well as
money to cover shipping costs.
A letter was also sent with
each box asking if they would
like to request a box to be
sent to their spouse.
from
members
Church
churches in the Blood River
Association sent close to 100
names of family members and
friends serving stateside or overseas. Extra boxes were also
created and sent to a veteran's
hospital.

-Murray student participates in
spring break mission trips
NASHVILLE. Tenn. — As
college students all over the
nation grabbed their sunscreen
to prepare for spring break.
Lipscomb University's students.
including Murray's Brandon
Steele. instead packed their
Bibles, hammers and work
clothes as they embarked on
25 mission trips around the
globe.
Steele, who is studying
Bible, traveled to Panama City
Beach,joining around 5(X) Lipscomb-related servants headed
to 11 countries and eight U.S.
cities to practice selfless service March 19-23.
Following a tradition that
has grown each year over the
past decade. Lipscomb University launched a record number
of mission trips (26) during
spring break week. The trips
are largely coordinated and carried out by students, some of
whom spend up to a year in
advance working out the logistics.
Mission teams were doing
everything from working with
a Boys and Girls Club and
conducting a VBS to manual
labor projects for Habitat for
Humanity and providing food
and medical supplies, plus many
more tasks all the while outreaching and evangelizing.
Two new mission trips were
added this year: one to hurricane-ravaged New Orleans and
one in Nashville, where team
members re-roofd and repainted a home for a local family
in need.
Other students traveled to
far-flung locations such as the
French West Indies. El Salvador and the United Kingdom, while others stayed close
to home at Jellico, Tenn..
Atlanta. or Robbins. Tenn., in
the Appalachian Mountains.
'These mission opportunities allow our students a chance
to put their faith into action.'
said Mark lent. coordinator of
missions development. "Their
hard work brings transforming
life changes through the rela-

tionships they build in these
places. We consider ourselves
fortunate to have a generation
of students before us that make
serving others and glorifying
God a priority in their lives."

'

have
churches
Various
released information concerning their worship services for
the coming weekend as follows:
Good Shepherd United
Methodist: The Rev. Gene Burkeen, pastor, will speak about
-Three Nails and A Hammer"
with scripture from Isaiah 43
at the 11 a.m. worship service. Denise Shuttler, choir director, will lead the singing with
Judy Lamb as pianist. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist: The Rev. Gene Burkeen, pastor, will speak about
"Three Nails and A Hammer"
with scripture from Isaiah 43
at the 9 am. worship service.
Ricky Cunningham is pianist
and Ralph Robertson will lead
the singing. Sunday School will
be at 10:30 a.m. Coffee Break
and discussion type Bible Study
will be at 10 a.m. on Thursday.
of
Church
University
Christ: Charlie Bazzell,- minister, will speak about "Stop
the Hate- with scripture from
Acts 10:34-35 at the 10 a.m.
service.
Richard
worship
Youngblood, minister, will
speak about "Hezekiah's Payer
for a Long Life- with scripture from Isaiah 348:1-8 at the
6 p.m. worship service. Assisting Sunday morning will be
Brian Overbey. Jerry Green and
Bobby Bazzell. Danny Claiborne is worship leader and
Roy Hawkins is youth and family minister. Bible classes will
begin at 9 a.m.
North Pleasant Grove
Presbyterian:
Cumberland
Bro. Charles Westfall. pastor.
will speak about "Palm Sunday- with scripture from Luke
19:28-40 at the 11 a.m. worship service. Camme Cain is
song leader with Margaret Nell
Boyd as pianist. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m.
of
Church
Coldwater
Christ: Richard Guilt, minister, will speak about "Providing The Sincerity of Love"
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with scripture from II Corinthians 8:7-8 C at the 10:15 a.m.
worship service and "Great
Lessons from Hebrews" with
scripture from Hebrews 13:1016 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Song leaders will be Kevin
Smith and Jason Jones.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. Henry Nance
is minister of music with Sherry Fortner. Oneida White and
Kathy Garrison as accompanists. Treasa Beane will sing
a solo at the morning hour.
Eddie Morris will give the children's sermon. Brian Steward
is minister of youth. Assisting
will be John Smotherman, deacon of the week, and Walter
Bell, Corey Birdsong. Kerry
Stone and Charles Craig, ushers. Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m., prayer meetings at
5:30 p.m. and Baptist Men will
meet after the evening worship service.
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev.
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor. will
speak about "Hosanna- with
scripture from Luke 23 at the
10:30 a.m. Palm Sunday worship service. Sunday School
and Adult Bible Class will be
at 9 a.m.
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
Martin Sevems, pastor, will
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. J.T. Lee is acting music
director with Misty Williams
and Kathy Thweatt as accom-

panists. The choir v..ill.in
"Like A Lamb- at the scond
morning servive .Assistin t,1 1
be Mason Billington. J.n1 I
of the week. and Ran1
Sunday School direk.1,”
day School ssull be al 0 41)
a.m.
Westside Baptist: Res.
Glynn On. pastoi. wI!! speak
about "I Declare to lot. I hi
Gospel: Christ Rises Again ilit•
Third .Day Accoitling to the
Scriptures- with scripluie
.tt tti,!
I Corinthians I .s I10:30 a.m. worship set‘
Det.lare it, lot:
about
Gospel: The 1..iird • Supper `Soi
vice- with " scripture twin /
Corinth:a/is I1.21 26 at
p.m. worship ser‘ ice Ii 'iiitii
Scott is minister of music •I•th•
lent
choir will sing
Days-Processional- and Adam
Scott will present spet. 1.11 11111,1
at the morning hour. I tie ii
and
will sing "I'll Be
"King of My Lite" yy ith \l nh.'
Glover as soloist at the tr c'110,
service. Assisting will he %.1 t.
Morgan and James
cons of the week. Shell:. H.
ris is minister to pre., h. io1
children. Sunday S.1
be at 9:30 a.m..
First Presbyterian: \
cial Palm Sundaysci
be at the 10:45 a.m. i.
service being held in v.
Auditorium at Miirra
University. Res. Di. Ann
Montgomery, co mist

II See Page 10A

GOSPEL MEETING

Antioch
Church of Christ
April 1"& 2", 2007
SERVICES:
Bible Study — 9:00 a.m.
Preaching — 10:00 a.m.
Evening Services — 7:00 p.m.
Mealfollowing morning trill
Speaker:

Kenneth Hoover
"Experiencing God" Sermon Thin(

Symsonia Baptist Church
April 1st • 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.)
April 2-4 • 7p.m.
Speaker: Bro. Brett Miles
(Pastor of Northside Baptist in Murray)
Special Music Nightly!
Music Director: Stuart Bell
Pastor: Bro. Rick Miller
Symsonia Baptist Church is located approximately 1/2 mile
from 4-way stop in Symsonia on Oaks Rd.
For more information, please call 270-851-3527

Porvir(
Holy Treasure Hunt

Small Country Church with Early Service!

Lynn Grove United Methodist
Church
We would like to welcome you to Lynn Grove community and
invite you and your family to come and worship with us on
Sunday mornings. We are a small country church with a family
atmosphere that offers an early worship service. We hope you k.ill
come and join us for worship!

Come discover with your family the
Treasures about the Life of Jesus Christ
WHO:

ALL FAMILIES

WHAT:

FAMILY EASTER EGG HUNT

Worship Service:
9:30
Sunday School:
9:00
Pastor: Timothy R.
Palmer

WHEN: SATURDAY, MARCH 31, 2007
9:30 A.M. - 12:00 P.M.

Contacts:
Parsonage (489-2370

WHERE: WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
207 ROBERTSON RD.SOUTH
(270)753-8240

E-mail:
cwIg_umcPnetzero.net

TIME:

Website:
http://www.gbgmumc.
orgilynngrove

Crafts• Games
• And More!

Directions from Murray; Take 94-W go 8 miles to Lynn
Grove. Turn right at the caution light (Lynn Grove
Country Store). Church will be on your left about 1/4
mile.
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Holy Week services at UMCs Robbery, attack won't deter
kind acts
CHURCHES good Samaritan's
(.,1110
The lamed
County will have Holy Week services starting
Sunday and continuing through Sunday. April

p ni Sunday at (old Ser‘h.es will be at
water arid !vlurray first churches and Monday
at Murray first(..'hurch
at noon arid 7 p
I
fuesday sery ices will be at noon al Slur at klartin's Chapel
First and at 7 p
I 'hurt h
Staiuiipis,ti the Cross at !Murray State Wes
ley foundation s'. ill he a -Lome anti Go- sell
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slit
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In our

Russell Chapel Church will
hold revival services
Russell Chapel United Methodist Church will
hate a pre-Easter revival starting Sunday and
continuing through Tuesday with services at 7
p iii
Speakers will be Bro. Donald Carver on
Sunday. Bro. Tim Palmer on Monday and Bro.
Day id Alibi-men on Tuesday. A potluck meal
still he served at 5:30 p.m.
Bro. Forrest Carver, pastor, invites to the
publi, to attend the services. The church is
1.kated on Irvin Cobb Road approximately 5
1;2 miles on right off Ky. 94 East.
1.0t more information or a ride call 753to49. 44)- 594111 or 753-0313.

According to the police report. Tucker and
his girlfriend noticed a truck in the road around
2 a.m. Monday.
The driver asked the couple for money and
a push to a gas station. Tucker used his car
to push the truck and the driver asked again
for gas money and to use a cell phone.
After using the phone and giving it back,
the man pulled out a razor blade and started
swinging at Tucker, according to the report.
Tucker's forearm was scraped. He said the
man drove off after yanking off his necklace.
Police later arrested Capps, who had the
broken necklace on him, according to the report.
He remained in custody Wednesday.

ROCK HILL, S.C. (AP) — A man robbed
a good Samaritan who had helped pushed his
truck to a nearby gas station, police said.
Darvin Wayne Capps, 25, of York, was
charged with strong-arm robbvy in the incident, in which he pulled a razor blade and
stole a necklace, according to a police report.
**It's getting to the point that it's hard to be
a good Samaritan because you don't know who
you're stopping to help," police Lt. Jerry Waldrop said.
Kevin Tucker, 21, said he will be more
careful in the future, but still plans to help
people when he can.
"Everybody's not like that," Tucker said.

II Church bulletins ...

Antioch Church of Chnst
plans gospel meeting

From Page 9A

Antioch Church oh Christ will have a gospel
meeting starting Sunday with Kenneth Hoover
is the speaker -Experiencing God" will be the
he sermons by Bro. Hoover.
lierite
it
Set% ices ott Sunday will be Bible Study at
a in . yvorship services at 10 a.m. and 7 p.m.
and Monday at 7 p.m. A meal will be served
tolloyy mg the 10 a in service on Sunday.

lead the service. Todd E. Hill
is choir director with Lee Kem
as pianist. The choir will sing
"Pieta" with Dr. Sue-Jean Park
\ortlilt. tiapto.t Chulth Rilittat till
as violinist and "Lamb of God."
II
,peakei at The .p[04.2 tctital to ht. held
Other special scriptures will be
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Christ:
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I
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Cared for Me Like Jesus" with
grotips Me invited.
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.
III
fli I
scripture from 1 Peter 5:6-7
a
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said
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meal
Pastor
Dodson
Wiliam
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C V% CI:
Ii
.11
,ety cd t4,11ovy mg the singing. The public is at the 9 a.m. worship service
I
appro ii iii
Ii
and about "Jesus People Care
in ,ied to attend
,k
J 51,11,
\k,
lht
l
iii c Ii
Too" with scripture from /
Peter 3:8-9 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Todd Walker, associate minister, will lead the
singing. Also assisting will be
.alions
• Jr *W.
Garry Evans, involvement minister. Nick Hutchens, youth minister, Jimmy Ragsdale, Kevin
Mack. Frank Brandon. Jeff
Weight Loss & Stop Smoking Hypnotherapy Lewis, Dwaine Rogers, Terry
McCallon, Tommy Carraway.
Thursday April 5
:\11,11)1A 0111111tC111 Is not !ICC Health Avyaieness
Kenneth Cleaver and Bill
sis pros tiling thoapists toad essdi N. Sign in intl ininuthately
7:30pm
A short worship servLooney.
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Undl
Iltt.1%t!
iuutnlstct %%eight
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['can
\\Amok.,(.1111
and sties, [elle!
I istork: Post Office
classes at 10:15 a.m.
s Is ,i til Ill profit otgatilia
hy pin lilt diet apy
201 S. Main St.
First Christian: Dr. Charles
I liev tel v on donations
tion
. people.
I ,it mow:
MURRAY
Rolen, senior pastor, will speak
theiapi tedut es 2 ;t 1(411111g to make ireatnient as;iilable to
about "Doesn't Every-body Like
A modest
those in need
it sililts stilt)",ing
si/es
Convention Center
A Parade?" with scripture from
'ss
ihmation yv hen
till this piiilet I
303 Cony. Center Dr.
19:28-44 at the 10:15
Luke
ins
iii
!Milli
!MCI]
is if
t(inn:s 111)1111-U11AI( rh
HOPKINSVILLE
service. Mark
worship
a.m.
'Irui tnt V.
dills fled!fliClit
( )111\ 011C 2 hoof NeSsii)11 is
Dycus is minister of music
ICSIA11,
tlesurihlt
11)1
is ill ItS.C1‘12
p
olesslii11.11111‘
lleillthAwarenessainics.org
with Julie Warner, Donnie Henlice
(877)209-5404
Sign in 311 min. early
drix and Judith Hill as accompanists. The chancel choir sing
"Cry Out Hosanna! Hosannal."
Erin Murphy is children's director. Assisting will be Steve Parker. worship leader, Helen Camp-

Bell City Baptist Church
plans quarterly singing

FREE to the public!

Yard Care Made Easy,
Quality Made Affordable.

y..,

bell and Dough Vander Molen,
elders, and Jean Bennett. Tony
Daughrity, Teresa Nixon, Fred
Wells and Don Wilson. diaconate.
Poplar Spring Baptist: Bro.
Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
speak about "Paul's Farewell
Address to Philippi" with scripture from Philippians 4:14-23
at the 8:45 and II "a.m. worship services. Jamie Hughes,
associate pastor, will speak
about "It Looks Good" with
scripture from Genesis 3:36 at
the 6 p.m. service. Dee and
Kathy Lipford will lead the worship services with Hazel Brandon, Dee Lipford and Carol
Kelly as accompanists. Sunday
School for all ages will be at
10 a.m.
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, will
speak at the 9 a.m. worship service with Tint Chaney as the
pastor's assistant. Nicholas
Brunn and Teela Etheridge will
serve as acolytes. Children's
church will be directed by Jo
Lovett. Tina Sexton will direct
the choir with Renee Doyle,
Pat Brunn and Carla Halkias
Betty
accompanists.
as
Lawrence and Becky Miller
will serve as greeters. Sunday
School with Bob West as superintendent will be at 10:15 a.m.
in the family fellowship center. The Sunday night Bible
study and the combined youth.
groups of both Goshen and
Kirksey churches will meet at
Kirksey at 6 p.m during the
month of March.
Calvary Temple Pentecostal Church: Rev. Darrell
Young, pastor, will speak about
"Salvation - The Greatest Miracle" at the 11 a.m. and 6:30
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SAVE $30
STIHL YARD BOSS

SAVE
) TWO
/4 WAYS
.11110- HOML - OIL

MM 55 STIHL YARD BOSS`

$299"2r
Versatile cultivator

Openings For New Clients
Product show

Small Business & Form Returns

with option.

Converts easily to

Limited Openings • Coll Now!

vohoof kit

other useful tools with these optional

SAP S39 95

attachments laded separately)

753-6069

Mors End
'
June 30th 20C

• Edger A,,atom Cultivator Doter,It.,
Bost* Broom, ST1Ht PowerSwimp"

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
All returns flied electronically.

p.m. worship services. Wesley
Young will be in charge of
special music. The Calvary band
will play during the offering.
Bud and Ruby Stewart will be
greeters. Sunday School for all
ages begins at 10 a.m. Sunday school directors are Billy
and Lisa Cox. Bible study and
youth service will begin at 7
p.m. Wednesday.
First United Methodist:
Rev. Harrell Phillips will speak
about "The God Who Prevents"
with scripture from Luke 19:2840 at the 8:45 a.m. Early Light
service and the 11 a.m. traditional service. The chancel
choir, directed by Dr. Pamela
Wurgler. will sing "God's Holy
Lamb" and the combined choirs
will sing "Sing to the Lord
Hosanna!" with Heather Waters
playing the flute at the second service. Joan Bowker is
organist. Kristen Shepard will
give the children's sermon at
both worship services. Worship
leader for both services will
be Rev. Richard Smith, pastor. The previous week's worship service will be televised
on NewWave Channel 19 at
11 a.m. and on Murray Electric Channel 15 at 12:30 p.m.
Sunday.
Locust Grove Baptist: Ron
Wright will give a Gideon report
and testimonies at the 11 a.m.
worship service and Pastor W.
Ryker Wilson will speak about
"The Need For A Savior" with
scripture from Romans 3 at the
6 p.m. worship service. Barry
Thomas will give the children's
sermon and Pam Stevens will
sing "I Can Only Imagine" at
the morning service. Jennifer
Wilson will sing "Knees To
The Earth" at the evening service. Sunday will be at 10 a.m.
First Baptist: A Palm Sunday and Lord's Supper service
will be at both the 8:30 and
10:55 a.m. worship services.
Scriptures from the gospel of
Matthew encompassing the life
of Christ will be read, coupled with various musical elements and culminating with the
Lord's Supper service. Dr. Wendell Ray is pastor, Mike Crook
is associate pastor of music
and Joetta Kelly is minister to
preschool and children. Special songs will be sung by various persons. Dr. Ray will speak
about "A Study in the Word"
at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Hardin Baptist: Bro. Ricky
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
at the 8, 9:15 and 10:30 a.m.
worship services on Palm Sunday. Matt Sullivan and church
worship team will lead the
worship accompanied by the
new Praise Choir. Clay Campbell will provide special music.
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Tired of Annual Mulching?
ACT NOW!

GREAT VALUE!

Seri vow local

See vow local

dealer for a fell

dealer for a lull line

line of STIML

of ST1Ht blowers

Rubberific Mulch' is a cost-effective alternative to wood mulches. In the end,
users of Rubberific Mulch' can save as much as 74 percent on mulching costs
over a 10-year period. One application of Rubberific Mulch' stays fresh and
vibrant for over 10 years, dramatically reducing the cost of annual maintenance associated with traditional mulches.

chain saws

"Th

IFT/H1

Here are just some of the benefits of Ruhberific Mulch*.
MS 170 Chain Saw

951

$179

,a- b.,

., qh'we.,,ht

BG 55 Handheld Blower

.1

„lot

ST11.41. 0,, ktinu

$13995
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rirrha - ham bialie

Always MON prosoc*v• spparol as row osnrosinsted re row tootroctroo moor&

Murray
Murray Home & Auto
976 Chestnut Street
270-753-2571

AraAsto• atportiopaOng dedleff 1

FULLY ASSEMBLED AND SERVICED.

stihlusa.com

4ml

Are you readyfor aSTIHE?

•100% recyclable material
'Environmentally friendly
'Cost effective
*Does not float
•5 times heavier than conventional
mulch
*Rich color
*Retains ground moisture
'Must he 6". anti according to

*Looks like shredded wood mulch
'Minimizes dust
No odor
'Nontoxic
'Resists fading and compaction
'Won't attract termites/insects
*Save annual mulching costs

US Consumer Pmduci Safety Commission for falls from

IR- 12

fee

For more detailed information on the benefits and uses of
Rubberific Mulch' call:

293-7000
Delivery Available

Charges Apply
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Spring storm generates tornadoes; 4 dead
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OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) — The violent
storm system blamed for four deaths in three
states flooded parts of North Texas as it
moved eastward, stranding drivers in high water
and forcing dozens of elderly people to evacuate an assisted living center,
Many smaller roads in the area were still
closed Friday morning.
"It fell hard and fast.- said Corsicana
police Sgt. Jimmie Hensley. -We had a lot
of street flooding, intersections flooded. We
had to rescue several people from their cars.Businesses in the town flooded as up to
7 inches of rain fell in the area. About 60
elderly residents from an assisted living center were taken to a church on higher ground

for safety, said Eric Meyers, Navarro County Emergency Management coordinator.
The spring storm unleashed more than 65
tornadoes in Oklahoma, Texas, Kansas, Colorado and Nebraska on Wednesday and Thursday, the National Weather Service said. A
twister Thursday afternoon in Oklahoma City
injured at least five people — two of them
critically.
Joyce F,ells, who lives in far northwestem Oklahoma City, said the tornado took
off most of the roof of her home, but she
counted herself lucky that nobody was home
when the storm hit.
"All the important things are OK. My
husband and family are OK. That's the impor-

Deadly tornadoes slam the Midwest

tant stuff," Eells said. "My husband's words
don't
when he saw the damage were:
think we'll be staying here for a while."
On Wednesday, the storms were blamed
for four deaths in Oklahoma, Colorado and
Texas.
Vance and Barbra Woodbury were killed
when a twister blew apart their home near
the Oklahoma Panhandle community of Elmwood.
"We set off the .omado sirens, but they.
live too far out to hear them." said Dixie
Parker, Beaver County's emergency management director. "The house was just flattened.
the out buildings are gone. All that's left is
debris."
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Shelter plays vital role in Red Cross
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PAGILAI'S TO GO SMOKE-FREE: PATCH (Purchase Area
Tobacco Coalition for Health) and the Coalition for Clean Air
Murray recently recognized Pagliai's, who will become a
smoke-free restaurant on April 1, for providing a healthy and
safe environment for patrons and workers. A complete list of
Murray restaurants is available by calling Megan Cody at 1888-245-3902.

Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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By TORY DAUGHRITY
Red Cross Executive
Director
Over the last several
years, the Red Cross has
collaboratively made considerable progress in building
the organization's capacity to
provide shelter and feeding
services following disasters.
The hundreds of thousands
of people, sheltered by the
organizatibn and the millions
given meals and essential
relief items are a testament
to preparedness efforts by
the American Red Cross.
Yet, it is critical that we
continue building these
capacities to directly serve
our communities.
Sheltering is among the
most critical services the
American Red Cross provides
to disaster v ictims. and the
service most frequently provided -by community-based
organizations. Future disasters
such as earthquakes, tornadoes. floods, and other
events that displace large
numbers of people will also
result in significant levels
sheltering and community
action by faith-based and
other community-based organizations.
The Red Cross cannot be
everywhere at once. By partnering with and supporting
agencies who share our commitment to serving disasteraffected communities, we can
join our knowledge. resources
and expertise with that of
our partners in ways that
will provide the best possible
response and service to the
people we serve.
As part of this effort. the

Featuring
Spa Manicure
& Pedicure,
Acrylic Nails,
Ear Candling
& Permanent
Cosmetics.
Hours: Mon.& Tues. 3:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Wed.& Thurs. 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. • Fri. 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday by Appointment
lerri Elliott LPN Owner/Operator

211 Maple • Murray, Kentucky 42071 • 270-293-8859
rachellesnailstohotmail.com

Gift Certificates Available

Calloway County Chapter of
the American Red Cross is
working to increase our partners and increase the shelters
available in our community.
Over the past year, our
chapter has acquired more
disaster supplies, worked
with the Calloway County
Fiscal Court to acquire an
additional emergency
response vehicle to support
our efforts, and increased
available disaster training to
the community. This month.
our chapter is working with
the Retired Senior Volunteer
Program-Homeland Security'
to collect bedding for the
approximately 20 shelters in
our community during the
March Make a Difference
Day.
Additionally. the Great
Lakes Service Area. which
the chapter is a part of. has
funded a Regional Readiness
Associate, Brenda Parker.
who is working for one
week each month to build
our capacity through shelter
agreements. vendor agreements. and disaster preparedness. Yet, we still have
needs in all of these areas
with communities in our
county not covered with
shelters, supplies, or manpower. Our ultimate goal is
to be able to shelter and
provide services to 250 families in our community and
we have a long way to go
to reach this.
At the beginning of
severe weather season, the
Calloway ,County Chapter
encourages all agencies.
faith-based organizations, and
individuals in the community
to ponder becoming a partner
shelter, becoming disaster
trained, and collecting essential supplies for those shelters in the event-we have a
Major 'disaster in (Or eounty
such as a tornado or an
earthquake.
The chapter has scheduled
many training sessions in the
next few months which are
as follows:
—Fulfilling Our Mission
— Saturday. March 31. 9:30
a.m.. Center for Health &
Wellness Classroom. The
three-hour course will enable
individual volunteers to translate their care and compassion for their community into
action and provide information to other community
agencies on Red Cross work
and possible partnership in
preparation for and response
to a disaster.
11 builds awareness of
resources in the community
and the many ways in which
the community can respond
to a disaster. Participants in
this course will be any
potential disaster volunteers
and members of other local
agencies interested in supporting the role of the Red
Cross in the community's

actions in preparing tor,
responding to and recovering
from emergencies and disasters.
--Fundamentals of Disas1-nday.
ter Assessment
April 13, I to 5 p.m.. Center tOr Health & Wellness
Classroom. Participants must
complete online portion
before taking and will be
any Red Cross volunteer
who works in disaster
response including, hut not
limited to. Disaster Assessment workers, chapter leadership and disaster relief operation administrators.
—Client Assistance System
Basics -- Tuesday. April 17,
6 to 9 p.m.
-Client Set s ices -- I liesday & 'Fhursday. pill 24
and 26. 6 to 10 p.m The
class is intended tor v olunleers ss ho are interested in
acquiring the know ledge and
skills needed to induct
client Mien.iew s and provide
emergency disaster ,i,siNian,:e
to clients.
--Shelter Operation,
SU-Ululation -- Sat Ur da .
5. 9 a.m.. First t [tiled
N1eihodisi Chur;:h Flus 11 an
The purpose
all day
of Shelter Operations. basic
le‘ el Disaster Services
course, is to prepare v olunteers and employ exs of the
Red Cross and other agencies to eflectiv el!, and sensitively manage shelter operations as a team while meeting the needs of pei yle displaced as a result of a disaster. Lunch is provided.
--Community Services
Tuesday. May
(hers uess
15, 6 to 9 p.m. The purpose
of this basic le% el Disaster
Sem's ices course IN to provide
an over\ ley, of the feeding.
sheltering and hulk distribution activities performed by.
Commumtv Semi, ices in support o a dis..i•ter fillet Oper-

The American Red Cros abides by the Fundamental
Principles of the International
Red Cross and Red Crescent
Movement and the Code of
Conduct for the International
Red Cross and Red Crescent
Movement and NGO's in
Disaster Relief. The organizations with whom we formally partner must agree to
adhere to this Code of Conduct as it applies to disastercaused situations in the
USA. Such agreement establishes the foundation of our
relationship and must be
reflected in our actions as
well as those of our partHOES.

Our Disaster Code of
Conduct is as follows: Proside disaster relief regardless
of the race, creed or nationality of the recipients. without adverse distinction of
any kind: prioritize relief on
the basis of need alone: not
use relief to further a particular political or religious
standpoint; respect culture
and custom of the persons
receiving relief: involve partner agencies in the management of relief: strive to provide relief that reduces future
vulnerabilities to disasters,
and meets basic needs: hold
itself accountable to both
those being assisted and to
those from whom resources
are received: and respect the
dignity and humanity of all
those affected by disaster in
all activities, including information, publicity and advertising activities.
Areas such as Hazel and
Kirksey need shelters, manpower. and supplies. Any
assistance in these areas
would help our community
build disaster capacity Faithbased organizations and
agencies in these areas can
assist us with this project.
There are four models of
sheltering the American Red
ation
Cross is utilizing: Red Cross
Participants o. ill be s olunshelters: Red Cross/partner
teers and employ ees of the
shelters; Red Cross supported
Red Cross and other agenshelters: independently mancies and Olnriniunit, leaders
aged shelters.
e in or
who wish to
For more information on
work yy oh CoMillinlity
each of these, contact the
Ice5 group activities on a
chapter.
disaster relict operation.
Corporations and businessAll training is tree but
es in our community also
pre-regisir.stion is required a
have the opportunity to proweek before each class by
vide manpower and assiscalling 75;-1421. locations
tance to the local chapter.
will he siseil when calling
Programs such as "Ready
to register tor each class.
When the Time Comes- and
Larht retre,Innents will he
others help us to gain the
ser‘ed during es citing classvolunteers needed if a disases. For groups v. ith HI or
ter hits our community.
more participants to he
The Calloway County
trained, special classes can
Chapter will celebrate its
he arranged.
90th year in this community
Additionally tor those
in June and wants to contininterested iii becoming a
ue to serve, but needs your
shelter or partner with the
help in making it happen.
American Red Cross. there
For more information on
are things to consider. In
Joining IN iih the chapter. it is how to become a partner
with the Calloway County.
critical to reach agreement
Chapter. call 753-1421 or eon standards of conduct and
mail callowayredcross.org.
ethical considerations.

Lease a New 07 Toyota Prius
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per month
Includes 51.190 Customer Down Payment + First Month's PaymenVS259 + Acquisition Fee,5550 Subieet to approved credit through Toyota Financial the
'Offer ends 42'07 S2591mo - 36 month lease S1.999 due at least signing
$22.011 36,000 miles at
registration
and title, insurance. anitdealer charges Closed-End Lease Lease-end purchase option $12,990 Capitalized Cost is
taxes,
tags,
local
and
Excludes
state
PLUS
only
Tier
on
Good
1
Services
rate of S0.15 per mile Se-linty deposit waived for orialified buyers

website - toyotaofmurray.com

Hwy. 641 South • Murray
(270) 753-4961 • Fax (270) 759-9918
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MHS Dance Team earns
5th at international meet

Snakes Alive!
British
Marine
offers an
apology on
Iran TV

Special to the Ledger
Murras High School Dance Tearn
ORLANDO. Eta. -the Varsity Hip-Hop division (8
in
overall
garnered firth place
teams in that particular division) in the recent AmeriDance
InterNationals at Walt Disne) World in Orlando. Fla.
The IC4111 represented Muria) High School. competing against
teams from all across the United States, Puerto Rico, and
France.
The team is, coached by Kara Bryn I)ossd
Jones.
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Photo provided
Back row, from left, are Claire Barnett. Alexis Lowdermilk,
Addey Griffo, Brooke Salley, Chelsea Campbell, Claire Pitman
and Hannah Cochran. Front row, from left, are Courtney
Billington. Alex Horrobin, Catherine Crass and LaShae Brown.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Southwest Elementary School students Graham Lyell. Catherine Woods and Tristan Lopez
'ouch a boa constrictor being held by Murray State pre-veterinary junior Elisha Argo, during
Wednesday's Reptile and Amphibian Festival at MSti Looking on from behrnd is Southwest
pondergarten teacher Becky Robertson
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MURRAY-CALLO‘X'AY COUNTY HOSPITAL, we're committed to building
bct ter health care. But our commitment is not limited to our new hospital expansion — it
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U.K. sailors seized
in Iraqi waters
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is found every day in our people. We would like to introduce Peggy Futreg MURFtAYCALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAUS next CORNERSTONE OF CARE
recipient. She is a Licensed Practical Nurse and enjoys Bluegrass Festivals and fishing.
Peggy has been providing the extra personal care our patients deserve for the past 19 years.
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Alloy Wheels
Power Seat
Bedliner
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Ends April 2, 2007

per Month

,mo . 36 month tease $2.500 due at team signing Includes Down Payment • First Months Payment •$550 Acquisition Fee Subject to credit approval thru Toyota Financial Services T,er 1 PLUS Includes KY ta,
mites per year, 15C per mile over Must trade any vehicle, to qualify Security deposit waived for qualified buyer,
closed end lease Option to buy $17.422 12

Hwy. 641 South • Murray

website - toyotaofmurray.com
Showroom H.rs: 8 a.m.- 7 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
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Early Bird Classic begins tonight
8 LOCAL TEAMS
TAKE TO THE
DIAMOND THIS
WEEKEND IN
USSSA
TOURNAMENT

Staff Report
Eight teams with local ties will be
among the 32 youth baseball squads coming to Murray this weekend for the fourth
annual USSSA Early Bird Mid-South
Classic, to be held at the MurrayCalloway County Parks fields.
Action begins tonight at 6:15 and will
continue through Sunday's championships around 4 p.m.
The Early Bird Classic is the first of
six local youth baseball tournaments that
will attract nearly 300 teams from six or
more states to Murray and surrounding
communities.

Other upconung events include the
Rotary Invitational in April, the Spring
Fling in May, the West Kentucky
Invitational, and Kentucky USSSA State
Championships in June, the Freedom
Fest Invitational in July, and the Back to
School Bash in August. The tournaments
are produced locally by Teamwork
Marketing & Promotions, LLC.
Local participants will field teams in
all six age divisions, with three Murrayarea teams playing in the I I -under division. The Early Bird tournament will feature travel team competition in 8-under
through 13-under age groups.

Local clubs scheduled for the Early
Bird tournament include the Murray
Bucs (8-under), Murray Heat (9-under),
Murray Bucs (10-under), Jackson
Purchase Redbirds (11-under), Murray
Bucs(I I -under), Team Blaze (11 -under),
Murray Jaguars (12-under) and West
Kentucky Hurricanes (13-under).
The Bucs will play in the tournament's
first game at 6:15, when they face the
Graves County Cobras at Central Park.
The Murray Heat will tackle the West
Kentucky Outlaws at 7 in Chestnut Park.
The 10-under Bucs begin play at 7,
when they face the Paducah Storm in

Central Park. More 11-under action this
evening includes the Blaze against tee
Reidland Hounds at 7, and the Redbirds
against the Paducah Storm, both in the
Central Park complex.
The Jaguars take the field in their first
game on Saturday morning at 9:30
against the West Kentucky Patriots. The
Hurricanes open play at 1:40 on Saturday
against the Marion (ill.) Stars.
The Early Bird tournament will be
open to the public with no gate fee. For
complete schedule and result information, visit Teamwork Marketing's website
at www.teamworkevents.com.

LAKERS 7, PATRIOTS 4
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Calloway County catcher Colby Starks throws to first to get an out after
picking up a dribbler in front of home plate during Thursday's prep
action at Laker Field. The Lakers rallied to defeat Henry County. Tenn.,
7-4

Burks pulls double
duty for Lakers
SENIOR ALLOWS TWO RUNS, PROVIDES
SOLO BLAST IN WIN OVER HENRY Co.
Staff Report
Junior Jacob Burks proved to be a
big key in Calloway County's 7-4
prep baseball victory over Henry
County. Tenn., on Thursday at Laker
Field.
Burks did his part on the mound,
shutting down the Patriots (4-5) by
allowing just two earned runs while
striking out five. He also hit a solo
home run in the bottom of the second
inning to give the Lakers (2-01 their
first run after falling behind 3-0.
Seth Asher and Colby Starks
helped Calloway complete its rally

with a pair of doubles in a four-run
fourth inning to make the score 5-3.
Henry County trimmed its deficit to
only 5-4 with a run in the top of the
fifth, but the Lakers responded with
two more runs in the sixth to complete the scoring.
Junior Josh Reynolds paced the
CCHS offense with three hits in three
plate appearances. Burks was 2-for-3
with an RBI, while Chase Chrisman
went 2-for-3.
The Lakers were scheduled to face
the Patriots again today in Paris,
Tenn.. at 5 p.m. Calloway will also
host St. Mary on Saturday at 1 p.m.

PREP TRACK PREVIEW

Track teams producing
area's best talent

.
I

.-Fri.

"A lot of them are in two sports,
and track would be the third, and they
have said they are just ready to take a
break. What i get the most is, 'track
just isn't fun."
At Murray High, the numbers have
never been better for second-year
coach Richard Dowdy, who has a
combined
75
student-athletes
between the high school and middle
By MICHAEL DANN
school rosters.
Sports Writer
Between talent and numbers,
Two coaches are playing a familiar
game this track season, and it has Dowdy believes this could be one of
nothing to do with the long jump, the strongest Tiger teams Murray has
fielded in sometime.
relays or hurdles.
"We're lucky enough to have some
The numbers game continues to be
an issue at both Murray High and really good athletes and large numCalloway County. But, in one case. bers coming out,- Dowdy said. "In
numbers are up for the Tigers. order to win the regional, you've got
Meanwhile, they're decreasing for the to have not only kids that are multitalented in a lot of spots, but you have
Lakers.
At Calloway, Keith Jared is bat- to have kids in every event. That's
tling a drop in digits due to an extend- something that we haven't had in
ed girls' basketball season, the sixth- year's past.
"It takes 44 Slots to fill a track
year head coach said.
"The success of the girls' basket- meet and have a chance in every
ball team has hurt me.- said Jared, event. In year's past. we've only conwho counted on some four or five centrated on four or five events. At
girls to participate in the spring sport.
MI See TRACK,2B

STATE CHAMPION
ADAMS RETURNS
TO CCHS; MHS
FEATURES SPEED

SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times

Murray State senior Anna Lask volleys the ball back to her competition during Thursday's doubles action against
SEM°, Lask and her twin sister, Rachel, won their match 8-4, helping Anna become the all-time wins leader in MSU
history,

LASK BECOMES MSU's WINNINGEST
WOMEN'S TENNIS PLAYER THURSDAY
By MSU Media Relations
Anna Lask became Murray State's winningest women's
tennis player. as the Lady Racers defeated Southeast Missouri
State • 7-0. on Thursday at the Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts
on the MSU campus.
With her victory at No. 1 doubles, Lask raised her career
singles and doubles combined wins total to 186, moving past
Sheri Chong into first place on MSU all-time wins list.
With the victory, the Lady Racers improved to 8-5 overall
and 3-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference.The Redhawks. meanwhile, dropped to 9-8 on the season and 3-3 in league play.
Lask also picked up a singles victory to move into sole possession of fifth place on MSU's career singles wins list. Her
career singles record stands at 89-34. The doubles win
improved her record to 98-32, moving the Louisville native to
within two wins of tying April Homing's (1980-84) school
record of 100 doubles victories.
"It means a lot," said Lask of breaking the record. "To
accomplish this in my last year and in our first home match
was really fun"
Lask held her fate in her own hands as she served in the
12th game of the No. I doubles match. Along with twin sister Radiate! Lack, the Lady Racer tandem won the first two

points before SEMO drew within 30-15. The Redhawks
would get no closer, the Lasks won the next two points to earn
an 8-4 win, giving Anna Lask the school record.
The win by the Lask sisters clinched the doubles point for
the Lady Racers, but they didn't stop there.
Before earning the victory at No. 1 doubles. MSU's
Lyndsay Ottosen and Casady Pruitt beat Julia Masotti and
Elise Nattier, 8-0, at No. 2 doubles. Lynsey Bochenek and
Angela McGaltee completed the doubles sweep for the Lady
Racers with an 8-0 win at No. 3.
Murray State didn't stop at sweeping the doubles matches.
The Lady Racers completed the match by winning all six singles matches, as well.
Pruitt did not lose a single game on her way to a 6-0 and 60 win over Luz Garcia at No. 3 singles. Ottosen lost just one
game in beating Kimmy Anderson 6-1 and 6-0 at No.6 singles. Rachael Lask dropped only two games during her 6-1
and 6-1 victory over Drew Kristal at No. 2 singles.
Anna Lask's 6-1 and 6-4 win at No. 1 singles over Bryce
Kristal improved her career doubles and singles combined
record to 187-66.
Chong played at Murray State from 1985 to 1989, finishSee LASK,2B
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Tigers, Lakers release schedules
Two TEAMS
MEET IN
SEASON OPENER
ON AUG. 24
By MICHAEL DANN

Sports Writer
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Murray High will host
Sit. Lean COUIlly on Aug. 31.
then Caldwell on Sept. 7 before
a three-game road trip takes the
lige'. to 'Fogg County on Sept.
14. Heath High School on Sept
21 and Ballard Memorial High
S,.hool on Sept 28.
Murray will return home on
O.ct s to host Fulton City. The
hgers will follow that contest
with a road game at Fulton
County on(kt 12 Murray then
hosts Reidland on Oct 19 before
going it, Nashy ilk, kiln.. on
(At 26 to plaY Franklin Road
Academy
Me Tigers open date is Nov.
2 Games against Caldwell.
Irigg County. Heath and
Reidland are all district games
tor Murray
Calloway
will play in

LAKEN FOOTS/41
Aug 21
Aug 31
Sept 7
Sept. 14
Sept 21
Sept. 20
Oct 5
Oct 12
Oct. 19
Oct 26
Nov. 2
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Lakers sweep
Reidland; Murray
splits with Marshall
Thursday's %latches

at Marshall Co. High

at Calloway C'o. High

School

School

Girls

Girls

I.ady 'Tigers 8, Marshall

Lady Lakers 8. Reidland 1

Co. 1

Singles —
det

Beasle% (1-4, It t.

1k inkier IC) ciet Rachel Ayant
I, Clara Franklin (C) del
Jessica Cm,e!.. 8-1: Sarah Taylor
(C) del Victoria Peeler 14-1,
'leela Etheridge IC, del Tiffany
Bowen 8-1: Katie Kanecht del
'arrie Crouse tCp 8-5
Doubles

—

I- ranklin-T

1,1 lot ICidel. Beasley -Kanecht
1)14 7-Ill. Crouse-Winkler (C)

del Avant-Cage 8-0. EtheridgeS fa.% lilt Ci del, Coy ey -Ashley
Daniels 8-1

Mountaineers win
NIT over Clemson
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Marshall Co. 7. Tigers 2

Singles — Aaron Polivick
Singles — Rync Sheridan
'1 del EV.111 SUgg 6-4. 6-I. tIk11) del. Dexter Titsworth 8-1:
M ) del.
Chris Limner ((') del Tay lot Blake MtCuision
Smith 14-I: Meet •McRe)mold, James Roy ster 8-2. Jonathan
ICI del Billy Black 8-5: Will McCrady del Lewis Parker(M)
ktord IC) del Sebastian t-4I; Jon Hayes del Cameron
Barth 1%11 6-0, 6-0: Sky ler Whitt
11.1.1r S . Eric Mitchell del
1,,sh PriLe ICI 6-2, 7-h. 7_5. del Ire'. or Saucier I MI 8-0.
Matt Shanklin del. Will Pitman
Iii'. iti Riggins del Scotty
1%118-1
8-11
\dams
Doubles — Hayes-McCrady
Doubles — Seth Vortenhery
Mt. Re!. nolds (CI del Riggins- del. Barth-Politick iMi 6-1. 6Smith 6-2. 6-1. Blackford - 0: 'Ellsworth-Whitt del ParkerConner ICI del. Black-Haag 8- Saucier iM) 8-0: Ro!,Sier2. Slitchell-Sugg del Adams- Shiinklin
del
1kIcCuistonPrice IC) 1-6. 6-2. 6-2
Pitman IND 14-1
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Boys

Lakers 6, Reidland 3

'Hi. :If
I

Singles — Blair Lane 1M)
def. Megan Roy ster
Haley
HaYerstock (111) del. Rheanna
Futrell 14-6. Brooke Salley
del. Chaney Starks 8-0, Addle
Grillo 1M )def. Katie Baker 8-0,
Courtney Perry I M ) del. Ali
Smith 8-3: Meagan Skees def.
Claire Pitman Ifv1 i 8-6.
Doubles — Grillo-Lane (M)
del Futrell-Roy ster 6-1. 6-1,
Pitman-Salley 011.i del. SkeesStarks 8-5: Haverstock-Perry
t del. Baker-McCrory 8-5.

Boys

9

liii'

observe its open date before an
Oct. 12 matchup at Mayfield.
On Oct. 19, the Lakers will
host Hopkins County Central.
and will travel to Fulton County
on (kt. 26. Calloway will close
out the season by hosting
Graves County on Nov. 2.
Games against Lone Oak,
Muhlenberg North and Hopkins
County Central will be district
contests for the Lakers.
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vs. Homan.co. con-

at Fulton County
vs. Graves Co.

the Wildcat Chevrolet Bowl
(against Trigg County ) on Aug.
31. a week idler traveling to
Murray High. The Lakers will
follow that up with a road contest at Crittenden County on
Sept. 7 before hosting Marshall
County on Sept. 14.
On Sept. 21. Calloway will
host Lone Oak before traveling
to Muhlenberg North on Sept.
28 On Oct. 5. Calloway will

Futrell notches
first win as coach
k II \c.

Aug 24 vs. Calloway Co
Aug 31 vs. McLipan Co
Sept 7 vs Caldwell Co
Sept '4 at Trigg CO
Sept 21 at Heatn•
Sept 28 at Ballard MemorialOct 5
s F ulton Cc
Oct 12 at Fulton Co
Oct. 19 vs. Reidlandt•
Oct 26 at Franidon Road Academy
iklashville Tenn,
Nov 2
OPEN

'Wildcat Chevrolet Bowl iCadiz Ky )
•• Denotes Distnct Game

LADY TIGERS 6, COMETS (1

PI

at Murray
at Trigg Co'
at cativinain Co
vs. Marshall Co.
vs. Lona Oak**
Muhisithirg North"'
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Kragthorpe era set to begin for Cardinals

iii :it

hi :s
lulsa and they tell
Ii t.ii dun I win in three years they are
ti' Itilirt: toothaf I. that's pressure.' he said.
Isi.n2th,,rpe tespondcd hy leading the
.triu4lint! (olden Hurricane to three
i!arnes in four seasons ro succeed at
1
Ilk, hi: knl.1.,k, he'll have to do even
bolo than that He'll get his first real look
at what bic has to work with on Friday when
the defending Big East champions open
spring practice
v%

"This

is what you lice for as a coach, the

opportunity to get on the green grass with
the white lines." said Kragthorpe. who took
utter in January alter former coach Bobby
Petrillo left to join the NFL's Atlanta
Falcons. "It has been fun to jump into the
culture of the city of Louisy tile and this university. this athletic department. but now it's
time to go to work."

Van Havaratock

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

National Baskelball Association
Standings
All Times COT
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct 08
39 32 549
Toronto
6
33 38465
New Jersey
8
31 40 437
New York
28 43 394 11
Philadelphia
17
22 49 310
Boston
Southeast Division
W L Pct GB
38 32 543 —
Wasningirxi
Miami
38 33 535 1/2
8
33 39 458
Orlando
27 45 375 12
Charlotte
27 46370121?
Atlanta
Central Division
W L Pct GB
-45 26 634
y Deport
43
29 597 2 1 2
-Cleveland
3
43 30 589
x-Chicago
31 40 437 14
Indiana
Milwaukee
25 45 35719 1/2

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W L Pct GB
60 11 845 —
x-Delles
51 20 718
9
x - San Antonio
48 26 63914 1,2
x -Houston
32
40
44428
1/2
New Orleans
19 54 260 42
Memphis
Northwest Division
W L Pct GB
47 24 662 —
y-Utah
35 35 50011 12
Denver
30 41 423 17
Minnesota
29 42 408 18
Seattle
29 43 40318 1/2
Portland
Pacific Division
W L Pct GB
53 18 746 —
y-Pricanix
38 33 535 15
L A Lakers
34 37 479 19
LA Clippers
34
39 466 20
State
Golden
30 4042922 1'2
Sacramento

Wednesday's Games
Toronto 96 Miami 83
Charlotte 101, Atlanta 87
Washington 111 Philadelphia 108
Boston 105. Orlando 96, 20T
New York 97, Cleveland 93
New Jersey 118, Indiana 94
San Antonio 92. New Orleans 88
Dallas 105. Milwaukee 103
Seattle tot) Denver 97
Utah 106 Minnesota 102
Houston 92, LA Clippers 87
Thursday'S Games
Chicago 83. Detroit 81
Memphis 96 Portland 92
Golden State 124 Phoenix 119

Friday's Games
Boston at Philadelphia, 6 p m
Toronto at Washington, 6 p m
Milwaukee at Charlotte. 6 p m
Indiana at Orlando, 7 p m
Utah at San Antonio 7 p m
Miami al Minnesota, 7 pm
New Jersey at Detroit, 7 p m
New VOA at Dallas. 7 30 p m
Denver at Phoenix, 9 p m
Memphis at Seethe. 9 30 p m
Houston at LA Lakers, 9:30 pm
L A Clippers at Sacramento. 9 30 p-'m

2007 Nissan Versa

•Lask
From Page 18
ing her career with a 185-86
record. Chong still holds MSU's
career singles wins record with
104 and is 10th on the school's
career doubles victories list with

=1411H-1-1:11W14:

Windows Power Locks Automatic CD Player
Stir 17060 Stk #7063 Model #52217

From Page 18
the state level, you're only going
to concentrate on your strengths
anyway."
Part of those, strengths are
centered around the five-man
relay team of Tyler Glynn. Jon
Jon Wilson, Will Pittman, Blake
McCuiston and C.J. Darcus.
"We have a history of some
fast

young

men

and

women, but these are probably
the five fastest put together,"
Dowdy expects to be very
competitive in the open 100 and

200 and

in the 4x100 and 4x200

competitive in the 400, as well.
Addie Rigsby, a state qualifier in the triple jump last year,

13,988'

Coincendentially, one of the
best high jumpers in the state
may be less than a mile down
the road from Murray High
School, as Calloway returns
Rachel Adams to the pad and
bar.
Last season, Adams was the
state Class 3A winner with a
of 5-foot-7 in Lexington.
In a meet earlier this week at
County,

Adams

2007 Nissan Altima

A&M
system,
reported
Wednesday that Gillispie had
reached an oral agreement on a
new contract with Byrne.
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Gillispie was a prominent
candidate for the Arkansas job,
which opened when Stan Heath
was fired Monday. The HOuston
Chronicle, citing unidentified
officials close to the Texas
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"She's as good as they
come," Jared said. "For her to

cbtrie out and qualify for state on
her first jump after hardly any
practice, it shows just how good
she is, and really just how good
she can be."
Aaron

Speedster

Dossey.

along with hurdler Blake Lencki
and distance runner Josh Lee.
scoreres for the Lakers.
Still with just II bciys and 18
girls competitors. Jared is slowly realizing how to piece together a competitive team.
"We have got a number of
individuals that can be really
and

some

relay

What's hard for me is, I went
back and looked at my roster for
both boys and girls from last
season and everybody that could
be coming back. I (wrote) them

tC,237
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down,and then started going out
and getting new people," he
added.
"The problem with that is, we
didn't get those old players
back. So, now I'm back to
square one, getting freshmen
and sophomores that really have

LOST In
Estates,
light bror
Fudge, r
753-9711

never ran before.-

Arkansas that Gillispie intends
to remain with the Aggies.
•••=,•

attempt this spring.

competitive

A&M
coach
Billy
Gillispie — and that A&M athletic director Bill Byrne told

$14.905
— 917

jumped 5-2 — good enough to
qualify for state — on her first

teams that have surprised me.

Texas

MSRP
Premier Disc

champions, Tennessee-Martin.

will make the Lady Tigers competitive in the field events.

Summar,
Warren I

travel to Martin, Tenn., face last

and pole vaulter Nicole Edison

Marshall

0

season's OVC regular-season

are expected to be the big point

Dowdy said.

LITTLE ROCK (AP) — An
Arkansas official said Thursday
the school is no longer pursuing

i with $2 BOO cash down or trade equity)

The Lady Racers will return
to action on Tuesday, when they
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Arkansas: Cross
Gillispie off
Razorbacks' list

Drive Big — Park Small
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PREMIER NISSAN

me

Stale Aisle
Insurance

Nobody can protect your ALITO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

relays. He expects to be just as
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A person close to Arkansas'
search spoke to The Associated
Press on Thursday.
According to the Arkansas
official. Byrne gave Broyles
permission to talk to Gillispie
about 10 am. Thursday. but the
Razorbacks were sot able to

make contact with the coach.
The official said Byrne called
again around noon, saying
Whips Ind
Its,Pet
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TV, radio
TODAY
AUTO RACING
2:30 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR Nextel Cup pole
Quakily-mg for Goody s Cool Orange
500 at Marbnsvolle. va
BOXING
•p.m.
ESPN2 — Junior middleweights Joel
Julio vs Thomas Davis at Detroit
2G1T-rnF.
TOC — PGA Tour Houston Open sec.
ond round, at Humble Texas
4 paw
ESP192 — LPGA. Kraft Nabisco
Championship. second round, at
Rancho Mirage. Calif
II:30 p.m.
IOC — Nalionwids Tat, Livermore
WAN Wins Country Championship,
wand round. at Uvarmora. Calk
1110.10111 LEAGUE SASESALL
III p.m.
WON — Presseson. Chicago Cube vi
Semite. at Las Vines
NSA BAIIKETEAU.
7 p.m.
ESPt4 — Indiansat Orlando
fie p.m.
ESPN — Houston at A. Laken
TENNIS
2 p.m.
ESPN2 — ATP Moslem StirisseNTA
Tow Bony Encsson Open, men's
merillnet at Kay Mscarm, Fis
p.m.
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

150
Articles
For Sale

Legal
Notice

5
20
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LEGAL NOTICE
All stored items in storage units listed below at
Murray Store & Lock. 641 North, Murray, KY 42071,
have been abandoned and if all charges for this unit
are not paid in full on or before April 13, 2007,
Murray Store & Luck will have legal possession of all
items stored in this unit. A sale for said items will be
no later than April 30, 2007.
'nit I IA rented to Heather Bogard, Unit 10A rented
to Gerald Tabers, Unit 22B rented to Dawn Fike,
Unit 8B rented to Mandy Ingram, Unit 4B to Larry
Karns, Unit 24A rented to Jason

Combo.

ORDINANCE NUMBER 2007-1438
An ordinance amending zoning ordinance 794,
Codified as Section 156 of the City of Murray Code of
Ordinances as it pertains to planned development
projects
H Thomas Rushing
H Thomas Rushing. Mayor
Attest

as Harla

MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN
FTL has opportunities in its new state
of the an maintenance facility. on the
north side of Murray. KY for experienced tractor or trailer mechanics as
well as "shade tree" mechanics seeking
to demonstrate their skills. Pay rate
commensurate with experience and
training. Maintain and repair OTR tractors or trailers. Shift options and flexible scheduling currently as ailahle!
Entails heavy lifting and detailed paperwork. Responsible and eager indix iduals seeking a career opponunity are
encouraged to forward their resume to:

McClure

Hada McClure. City Clerk
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Summary prepared by
Warren Hopkins. City Attorney

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES. INC.
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PLEASE submit bids
for mowing. Bethel
Cemetery to Judith
Lamb, 543 Temple Hill
Dr., Almo, KY 42020.
Deadline: April 15.
2007
020

ttg4d:n)(114.:,
I Beginning Basic)

Starts Sat., 301 • 2.30-3 45
Call Sue at
Family Fitness
761-3737
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

PrY

LOST In Canterbury
Estates, Poodle mixlight brown, answers to
Fudge. needs meds
753-9710
060

A child needs you,
Become a foster parent. up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004

Ve
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COMPANY seeking
class B drivers for
local route in the western Kentucky. Illinois,
An Equal(hiportunity 1011040 ci
Tennessee, Missouri
market. Home every
night: excellent beneArbor Place of Clinton
fits: medical, dental,
Working Together
disFamily
vision, short-term
A
ablfilY.000orms:- vaCe0"- TO Care Toi• YotifLoired-One
tion, home every night.
Salary $38-50k
Our Working Family is lloW accepting
depending upon expeapplications for these positions=
rience
Must be able to work
• RN's: Monday through Frida - Day
well without superviShift - $2000.00 Sign-on Bonus
sion. sales experience
• L.P.N.'s: 3PM-11PM shift - Monday
a plus. license must
through Friday - $1500.00 Sign-on
have TANKER
Bonus
endorsement in order
to be considered.
• C.N.A00 3PM- I I PM & I Irs,1-7AM
Send resume to: P.O.
shifts - $1000.00 Sign-on Bonus
Box 1040-0 Murray.
-Great Team Orientated Atmosphere
KY 42071
-401 K Paid Per Pay Period

-C'AREER LADDER
-Health. Dental. & Life
Insurance As ailable
Call Today. Positions Are
Filling Quickly

DEPENDABLE person
to sit with elderly perCall 436-2949
son
between 6AM-6PM

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
wanted- section

..help

Contact Christina ‘Vilson,
Director of Nursing

on our classifieds

270-653-5558

webpage at

050
Lost and Found

lislo SWAM

ffi

Human Resources
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box 1889
Murray,10 42071

AFTER Hours Call
Center is now hiring for
Patient
,PAF1T-TIME
Coordinators
Care
PCCs are responsible
for processing incoming calls from patients
and locations during
non-business hours.
:Experience in a medical
field and administrative
management
record
not
but
preferred,
required Strong customer service background preferred. This
position requires educational background of
high school diploma or
GED equivalent Part
time hours of 20 to 30
hours per week will be
during
scheduled
evenings, nights and
Please
weekends
deliver or mail your
resume to Pulmo Dose.
120 Max
Hurt Drive. Murray, KY
42071 or email to elizabelt cam0rote& corn.
We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
CARPET installer or
helper Must have
some experience
Fleferences required
Call 227-0500

murrayledger corn.

you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the Jobnetwork.com
310 placed through
the Murray Ledger
1k Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank you

Full-Time Licensed Nurse Practitioner
or Physician Assistant needed for physician's office. Excellent benefits and
compensation package offered. Please
send or bring resume to:

DO you love working

primary iP
rCared

with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for you! Full time positions available
Apply at
Martial Arts Amenca
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person after 6:00PM.
FULL or part time person for golf course
maintenance
Mechanical ability preferred Phone
753-2072
FULL time customer
service position Must
be facntlear with ontemet
navigation and en3811
Excellent communication skills, reliability and
fnendly attitude a must
Also must be able to
problem
multitask.
solve and learn new
software apps Please
send resume to CSR.
PO Box 615. Murray.
KY 42071

NURSE
PRACTITIONER/PHYSICIAN
ASSISTANT

300 South 8th Street
Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071

MEDICAL CENTER
,
Fax* Pnwhre•Imo

•

•

LPN or CMA
Due to the upcoming addition ot a new
physician, the Murray Woman's Clinic will
have an opening for an LPN or ('MA. We
have an excellent benefit package including medical insurance and an outstanding
401K plan. If you are experienced. have a
great personality, and enjoy a last paced
work environment, send or bring your
resume and cover letter to our office. No
phone calls, please.

Murray Woman's Clinic
305 South 8th Street
Murray, KY'42071
An Equal Opportunity Emitiliii.cr

Program Director for Acute
Physical Rehabilitation Unit:
Administrative Director for a startup unit in
Murray. KY. Responsibilities include: staff
supervision; program development, quality
improvement: strategic planning: financial
management; market and referral development; physician relations. regulatory compliance: survey readiness. Candidates must
have 2-5 years of supervisory expenence in a
health care setting. Acute rehab expenence
preferred. Clinical background preferred._
Bachelor's degree required(master's preferred). Competitive compensation and
benefits. Submit resume to
whill@signethealth.com or fax to
859-201-9774. No Phone calls. EOE
060

060
Help Wanted
NTEGRITY
Employment Solutions
has 8 openings for
laborers Apply online
at integrtyemploymentsolutions corn or
call 270-395-0342
INTEGRITY
Employment Solutions
has 7 openings for
electrical assemblers.
online at
Apply
www.integrityemploymentsolutions.corn or
call (270)395-0342
INTEGRITY
Employment Solutions
has an opening for an
LPN. Apply online et
integrityemploymentsolutions.com or call
270-395-0342
LAWN PRO
Now hiring laborers
$8-$10 per hour based
on experience, Must
be clean cut. Must be
able to pass drug test
(270)293-3026
NATIONAL Property
Management
Company is seeking a
strong candidate for a
Full time leasing position. Candidate must
be comfortable using
standard business systems and possess
strong communication
skills Prefer experience but willing to
train Drug Free
Workplace'
Background
Screening' Benefits'
Equal Opportunity
Employer' Fax
resumes to
270 759-3005.
NOW accepting applications for back line
workers for night shift
Apply in person at 507
N. 12th St.. Murray,
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
in person at Sonic
Drive-In. 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
OFFICE Nurse needed
for busy medical practice Send resume
including references to
P.O. Box 1040-L,
Murray, KY 42071
PT and FT Customer
Support
Representatives
Needed. One year col
lege required; computer skills a must
Available benefits for
Fr position are

health/me/dental insurance. retirement. 18
paid days off per year
Send resumes to Joanna0powerclaim.com
or mail to Hawkins
Research. Attn:
Joanna. 406 N 4th St.
Murray, KY 42071
licensing
REALTOR
classes Hoplonsville or
Paducah
270-223-0789
deloiseadams0 yahoo,
corn

060

FULL-TIME resort
maintenance &
grounds work
Call Joe 436-2341c

Email us at
classified@murrayledger.com

Help Wanted
*SALES
•Day Shift Preferred
Hibbett Sports is hinng
in Murray_ Apply at.
642 North 12th Street.
Murray, KY 42071
Hibbett Sports conducts drug testing.
www.hibbett.com
090
Dorms& & Chadcare
CLEANING houses is
Cal
my
business
Linda H 759-9553

Detailed
liffasedeaning
Call Today
(270)117-3031

FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite system
America's Top 60
channels for only
$19.99/mo Get your
choice of HBO,
Cinemax, Starz. or
Showtime FREE for 3
months FREE DVR or
I-4D upgrade Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD Televisions
Plasma, LCD. DLP. &
CRTs. Brands by
Toshiba, Sony. LG,
Zenith. & JVC. We
also have a large
selection of entertainment centers & TV
carts. Beasley TV
759-0901

PRECIOUS Moments
has opening for infants
and children on 1st and
2nd shift. Newly re-certified, high standards.
489-2699
120

PLAYSTAT1ON 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection. Great
Prices! 753-0530

DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

Best the

county

has

Terrell Tidwell

753-9075
(270)227-2193
freezer
WALK-IN
80i10'x9'
emwCopeland 1H Pj
pressor- evaporator.
$2,800 Call
1-270-435-4147

Appianais
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKSNS

Computers

On the Square Mirtay

(270) 753-1713
Quicker
Computer Fixer,
DUNCAN CREEK
TECHNOLOGY
(270)4SY-2666
www.dersoiLtem
(W• do networks too.)
A Etetter

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service: repairs
759.3556

N.00110 014100 dli

41,1

Call us we will be
glad to help.

Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916
160
Nome Furnishings

140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray
GOOD used refngerators. electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633

Articles
For Sale
92 Cougar. V-8. tach.
sun-roof, new transmission, A/C. tires,
loaded $2.575 OBO
Washer 753-4109
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
PLANTS for sale
1 706 Holiday Dr
Murray. KY
753-8004
Hostas. Day fillies. lris,
pots. fiqunnes. more

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartment.
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Application.,

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
320

Apenimoto For Rent

harry Equipment
MITSUBISHI 3000 lb
yea
forklift. 2000
model. 250 hours on
new engine, new pneumatic tire, new paint
210-3237
210

3BR, 2 bath duplex
w/appliances, 1800-A
Valley Dr. $625 00/mo
753-5344
902-B N. 20th St., very
nice 2BR 2BA. $650
month Available 4/1
753-5344
MSU!
TO
CLOSE
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covarea.
picnic
ered
$285/mo unfurnished.
$335/mo nicely furnished. 762-0991 or
559-1164

trunk,
tree
FREE
already on ground,
suitable for firewood,
30 ft. 759-1000

Calloway County
270
Pictorial History &
Noble Norms For Sale
Family History
Books
-OWNER
759-4938
Financing***
753-2350
Late model dou-

Call
PERSONAL
Homecare help needed for a 180 pound
man. No nights.
References required. If
interested, call 270492-8061 or 270-2936037 or email
dollsminer0comcastn
et.

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

SOLID oak dining table
with leaf, 6 chairs, and
heat pad. $250. Light
pine TV armoire, $75
293-8285

RILEYS USED
FURNITURE
We pay cash
for good used
furniture

753-8501
Antiques
UPRIGHT

Kingsbury
piano for sale Antique.
Chicago make Asking
price $1.000. Price is
Call
negotiable
(731)587-6667

COI
CUB Cadet Model
1527 48- cut, 17 HP
Kawasaki, 2 years old,
2 bag leaf bagger
attached $1.150 Call
293-6753 DT 753-4873
YANMAR 1500 Tractor.
Yanmar 20000 Tractor,
4 foot economy box, 4
foot finish mower. 5
foot finish mower
474 2774

blewide. 3BR 2BA.
$5.000 down, $695
month. 217 Cross
Spann Road Call
753-1011

CLOSE TO MSUI Very
nice 2br, includes
water all appliances,
lovely covered picnic
area $525/mo 7620991 559-1164

***OWNER
Financing"Late model doublewide
2BA, $4.000
3BR
down. $495 month
2220 Wrather Road
Call 753-1011

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 18R $345
unfurnished, all appliances including washer and dryer. 270-7595885 or 270-293-7085
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
duplex with garage
located on quiet cul de
sac, All appliances
including washer,
dryer, and microwave.
759-5885 or 293-7085

1987 Schultz 14x64
with a 7x21 till out, 3811
2BA, all appliances
Must be
included.
moved. $8,000 OBO.
293-7447 or 227-3930
1995 16x80 38R 2BA
Must
moved
be
$16,000.753-5998

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $340 00
3E111 $42500
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221

1998 Waverlee 16x80
Vinyl siding, shingle
roof. 3BR 2BA,
extremely nice
270-489-2525
ONLY ONE LEFT!!!
Awesome 3BR 2BA
with sun room & deluxe
appliance packagem
Save thousands!!
731-584-9109

NOW LEASING

USE YOUR LAND TO
SECURE GOVERNMENT FINANCING ON
YOUR NEW HOME
Apply by March 31
731-584-4926 Ext 107

1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

WOW?, New 3BR 2BA
land/home package
Payments as low as
$399. Call for appointment 731-584-9430
280
Mobile Homes For Rent

RED OAKS APTS,
Special
SI00 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.

Large 2BR $275
753-6012
Mobile Horne Lots For Rent

340
Houses For Rent

$110 per month Newe
homes only 492-8488

28R IBA. C/H/A,
garage, nice yard
Close to campus
$550/month plus
deposit. 1 year lease
required
(270)293-3456

Apertnents For Rent
1 & 2 bdr apts No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown Murray
starting at $200mo
753-4109

2BA, C/H/A,
2BR
Immaculate condition.
Fenced yard with outAttached
building
garage. $695 month
1504
plus deposit
Belmont No pets
270-293-4602.
270-293-3710

1BR low utilities No
lease, deposit & references required_ No
pets. $245 month.
753-3949
1BR near MSU, other
locations available.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898

28R lake front property
with deep water dock
$750 month 759-9046.
436-5258

2BR apartments available Great location 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit, no pets
753-2905

2BR. $600 month plus
$600 deposit
References and lease
required No pets
753-2041 before 9PM

28R duplex. nice,
C1-4/A, appliances furnished Vanous locations Coleman RE
753-9898

3BR IBA, completer)/
remodeled with new
C/H/A No pets $750
month plus deposit
1626 Miner Ave
270-293-4602.
270-293-3710
c.

2BR near MSLJ. C/H/A
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898

.1•10

• Prir-

^

'All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

AMOS'
FAMOUS
YARD SALE!
Sycamore
March 31
7AM-2PM

AM Warehousing
Near MS0 $20 5r,
•
:MA

Corvette Power
Wheels drum set
household demand ruore'

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

YARD SALE
1691 Wrather.
Almo, off
Airport rd.
Sat..
March 31

J&I. RENTALS
‘11\1-SIORAGE

7-12
IF

„
S 411,
270-436-5496
270-293-6906

(wk., to
toddler

yl, i4:1111,

MOVING
SALE

bookcase, Christmas items, girls'clothes, baby Cradle. Hummer remote
control, suitcases, kids' videos,

Pwai

489-2689 • 293-6073
4
k)
CONSTNCTION,
ifYil
CaN htry Kai* at Bryan Ihrecheame
r
759-4704

Calvary Temple
Pentecostal
Church,
641 South
Sat., March 31
6AM
rain or shine
Sponsored by youtr
group to raise tunas
for summer church
camp
410
PJ1311C Sal.

SELL YOUR
PROPERTY

yr AUCTION
753-50X6
i 2701527-2031

South
March 30 & 31
7AM-5PM
641

PREMIER
NIINISTOR AGE

All Real Estate adver
lised in the newspaper
s subject to the
Act of 1968, as amend,
ed which makes it ille,

of Glendale on

gal to advertise any
Preterence limitation
•ir discrimination based
rail,' color religion.
sex jr• national origin
:if ar •ntentiOn to make
any such preference.

I.mitation or dIscrim''
• ation This newspaper

•1t

not
knowingly
ep! any advertising

YARD SALE
252 Graham Rd.
1 mile out 121N
3/31-4/1
7AM-1PM

BUILDING For Sale

s our pa% ments

inside, ladder rack ur•

A 1 Stomp

top 210-3237

F
•risured
437 3044

"OPEN r1-3 PM lrib ,dhe
motor
on
rebuilt
Lane. New Concord
$1.800 731-343-380
lake front 3BR. 2 5
bath deep waterdock
gorgeous home with
fantastic view, master
2001 ('he\
suite with WAD & full
bath in-law suite &
S-11) Extreme
walk out with full hair
FAL cab,custom
VV&D & 2BR, 3 large
paint, wheels, bed
decks $300,000 w
corer. Sharp truck.
realtor Penny
(6181334-8816
293-6672 • 436-5569
OPEN House, April 1
Z71 Quad cab
2-4PM. 2006 Melrose
(Jaded 103k $12
Drive Exceptional
neg 27ti(345-271-i
home Campbeli
Estates Approximateli
520
3.650 sq ft 4BR
[ Boats & Motors
3 5BA, 3 car garage
Come see for yourself
LuND fishing boat
759-3941 or 293-4329
w trailer 50 horse
Mercury power""
READY to move 111
trolling motor 5
new construction
finder 450-61.:,
Jrioer $200 000. 3 bdr
2 bath covered front
19 Duracraft Crappie
porch great neighbor
Special with Johnson
hood We have other
trolling motor, hasher
properties also call
1351-4P
and LCR
today 293-0139
Evinrode 4 r y.:ie r,,r.'
REDUCED'
in,ecttor
w stair
prop 16181776-5'
New construction
ready to move in
16 Chrysler boat 26
116 Thoroughbred
deep Chrysler trailer
Drive Call daytime
25 HP F,,inr,,d,
293-9747 752-0624
lake boat
Evenings 753-3966
ICr

all
informed
that
dwellings advertised in
i s newspaper Ark?
.1Vallabie Or' an frq,..1
.ppOrill,ItY basis

motors & parts
household items
fabric & more

Call 761-110NIE

SALE

•

64 1S to

Midway

•

A.

r.•

rseoll
IF .r•

ar. 1,
1 1 ,r4 ,t1 •

470 Paschall Rd
Sat • 6AM-?

HPP..J.Jr-hvg diictioups
sur
10.
•,
• •r•••• repair

• weekly & special pickiii
• locally owned/operated

Arty
771)17',i 3372

HILLS Lawn Mowing
Service
Free estimates 89F1 1757 or
227-7020

...11t-t
r
,

NJt ,r..'.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS

Small household
repair & yard stork.

A+ Karate.
605-EI South
12th St.. next to
Pizza Pro
Sat.. March 31
6AM-?

AUSTRAL 4t.

Shepherd ;
•
:2'0 97e 1.i,
2 U 4 4, 44'
()Or Or,'..,,
44
n

multi family sale.
furniture clothes.

H
rr.d.s.•, 414,4
12701841 o419

1553 Oxtord 4BR
513A t)orius room
+0,06 attached
mrage 793 4183
•• 4'r,i

hikes etc

',AYE
iiiwe •

MULTI FAMILY
GARAGE SALE

POOR lawn service?
Call me' Accepting new
customers for 2007

painting,
lawncare, odd jobs

ASPHALT
oatini.;
•

Sated:alum maraili

Rodney Lamb
270-752-8179

white

,i• •

607 Tanglewood

SLR\ I
• musky,
•%sect!
Eno,

i •

I

Cell 12701 293_71101
Home (2711) 759-9545

Dozer work & Track
hoe

LAWN mowing service
Free estimates
".9.4554
LAWN Mowing. Free

ites Call Craig
270 492 8156
,70 791 0034

•

4

• ;••

' I,' infant

r i•kr

ioys
1

Yard Sale

idles fur
lisp rabbits

no It trunk from

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE

Pier One set of
fishes lots more'

YARD SALE
1100 Berkshire
CI , Gatesborough
Subdivision
Sat.. March 31
7AM-12PM

8211 121

NORTH.
COLDWATER
FRI & SAT
7:00-?

tishy“,.

S379 906 759 1946
S130 Country Irving
miip from court
square ;RR 1 Bath
" 'acres
t 1'1 paSture
a, shrit• Old Saler
laa Sit() 000 Open

House 3 31 0- 1;

LA.A1
• 1

(

Ca

fo•
The

everyone

Sales & !assailant's,

22'-I''5Dirt Cheap
q r,ttr-,
,OAr.

Bush trIrr

Hill Electric

\MI II Id Rs
iii isti
tr's,11:1 i do\

• \skimonsiltenos anon%
FREE ESTIMATES

24 noun SERVICE
k,

& Ind

I

Insiired
, her
lot

753-9562

0270)293-0433

DNJ HANDYMAN
jobs
,

MILLS & SON
Pressure Washing

270-227-6160
436-,", .
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal etc Insured

Vass

436 5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clear
out garages gutters
• ir & tree wors

91 GMC 1 ton van
good condition $2,000
753-4344 .`27 514.4

Nod help
haoRlai'ow
loolosss?
Cellos so of
kgbilloAdA

Tuesday

Monday

12PM

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Monday

4PM

Wednesday- 12PM

v.or
Todd lioan
7474433• 3564954

FREE
lase wessiers. sewn •
Awes refOrmstos
Reims II air cammesises.

270-227-2864

$11

1

$18

$16

2

$28

$20

3

$35

• ryAraters all worla

^

,4

al
r.r4(4

( \ I I O\ \
I \\\ \ sl \ If

I

5.4-NrINZ

Cell: 227-0726
A"

YARD Tech
Lawn Care

•
MAKE IT BOLO•
Poi s

;•

441',,',.

30 words # of 31-70
or less days words*

Thursday- 10AM

Thursday. 12PM

Saturday

*arm lsdpit llaws
VO-713418

PRICES:

10AM

undeistand

others

.ilk in hi. or her .11kie, more
IR( if 1 Lan he helptul in

It'. till
The Stars Show the Kind of
Have: 5-1h,(mom:.
4 risiti‘e. A- \A. cragc. 2-So-so;
I I 11111,_ tilt

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Your easy pace will

be
challenged though you don t
have to change what you are
doing Remember, this is your
Saturday too Someone might
inspire you with a different idea
or way of handling a personal
matter Tonight Easy does it

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

1985 GMC Timmy 4y4
blue. runs great 5950
270-753 7113

Friday

and

Doan Electrical ***** Express your playfulness Be direct in how you deal
Services

cean, rrurr,00t extras
'•, a- 4455 after 4PM

Friday' 10AM

Sc hut

Br
to M
Marti
and 1
30
Pu
Robin
Ioway
to tht
Youth
Ingtor
Di
leatur
2 at
Lovel
a sei
ray,(
Hi

tii

Tc
89th
days

Ot
Reap
injure
by 1,
woun

secrei
Servi

a bit Thnight Stick to your budget

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You are all smiles

as
change your direction and
choices How you live your life
and the decisions you make
could transform as the result of a
discussion Let your imagination
loose, even if an adjustment
might be necessary Tonight. Act
spontaneously

you

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Take your time listening
and creating more of what you
want. Assume a low profile arid
be willing to take a stand or di:,
something
different.
very
Carefully consider your options
involving a special person
Tonight Ever so happy

ONE
STA

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Focus on your friends
Certainly decide not to forge a
path alone but with others
Someone in your immediate
environment wants your time
and attention
Make it your
pleasure You will love the interaction and fun Tonight Where
the party is

SAGITTARIUS

(Nov. 22-Dec.

21)

„. • 4194
Milsobish. Dramant
doicir silver leather

Monday

In
Collo)
Carhs
won
. Pacl
the 1-)
er for
20
Sc
dents
area
to atte
Collet
ing Pt
serstr
In
Distn.
head
Collo.
won I

by Jacqueline Bigar

753-7728

Lawn Seevice

Nissan Maxima
eyes leather

Shopper

SAM-1 PM
new A timid dams
lots of things for

4=1;1110
Over 40 years exp.

r.

•.

F rer, •••

leather sue '31 782 3405
' ,'87 3651
,r,4 Dodge Intrepid
i -e< miles all
power
AC PS-PB
5t,
12701753 7113
1,, t ,rrrt Mustang
rir ,rod windows Eur0
•H nir„ dual exhaust
lo,•••• ..Ory good care

DEADLINES:
122 Locust
Grove Rd
East on 121.
turn on Locust
Grove Rd
Fri & Sat
Rain or Shine

Please
No Phone Calls

293-1745

-IsIs''. It si iii arc attached, leant
to understand nit +re of what goes
thriiii0 ',Ora sra colic r, mind

43 000

Deadline

Times

First Come
First Serve

YARD work
Reasonable rates Call
Terry at 759-181 1 Or

atiraLI .onieone quite ottheat
learn to

YARD SALE
Publish Date

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &

Mike Weaks

,u,1 different

PRICES a DEADLINES

YARD SALE

Free
Pallets

270-705-0399

Saturday. \larch 31, 201)7:
eain through ipenitess and
u.k
IF:, anything in a
dilleient St\ le or manner Quite
lust eaten .),.ou
had escrything
Itthict t.ontiol. you find out oth,.:..s
lie irk•1111111.1 to tr other
at.rro.i; ht.
,and meet ties'. pet.In'. holicnuan path in hap;tcr,11 t+nte
a v.hile. You will
Oil I,) enhanL'e the quality of
lite O ptions frequently
ittit!ht lit c' you to stop and
think II siii are ,ari,
,de, sou will

Servir e

a,. • e,sor4o,

270-753-8306
270-293-4373

of Jel

732 u

270-705-0443

—R1W17113Ar—.7br

.44,1

)1. E iF

sunroof

•prri
.
'•-raturilair % St,•
4 1311 1 ieerss,orrO Dr

& Trucking. LLC
Specializing in building
pads, driveways, septic
systems storm shelters
Jimmy Reed

t.i‘ at.
Strout
Ca
was 1

Colo!

..' I 0111 Mill

4 ( r r,sler Sebring

Dr

Woodgate
Sat • 8AM-?

RAW Backhoe, Dozer

Horoscope

slOcKBALE
LANDSCAPING
& TREE FARM

.111

in

Lawns will be maintained
by
owner
Professional training
18 years experience
Professional
results
David
guaranteed
761-4700, 436-5085

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL

I I.

Yar!

•

Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

Service

293-6369

000

persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray

Lamb s Lawn

',it,

4,18

Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although

270-753-2279

Senior friendl

.115e

,

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur

TIMER'S
SERVICE

C & C Renovation
and Remodeling

Call 753-1816

#0
( OW)

ror,

lawn mowing, tertilinn
shrub ununung, lIght
haashoe sot-A.1111u s
hush hoti
!

731-247-5422

270-436-5507

usact Cars

IF;

PAICION
LAWN CARE

Visa& HasterCaro Au:setec,

753-4344 • 227-5644

490

YARD SALE

I Hancock itwk net

Claod Galltmora Ovine,

Asphalt Pitting &
Sealcoating,
Comm. & Res.
1.icensed & Insured.
TRAVIS ASPHALT

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Landscaping, Tree &
Shrub trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed

Ei,pedittur
Bauer .eath,
,,1d,r1
'ti Sr. 11

+55)Z

Will Do Insurance Won

(731)363-3511.
(731i782-3218.
(7311363-3513

Mt
recets,
the 11
Assoc

rooms

David's
Home
Improvement

NADEAU'S
Construction

Handyman Services
All remodeling. inside
& out. Tile, electncal.
Over 30 years expenence (731)247-3001,

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

270-293-6119

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeing & Plumb4rkg

NEED help?

JOE'S JOBS

•

f

Acreage

ALL CARPENTRY

530

nahrt'a Champagne
-hrrIC:
E.
Cylinder
ri 'Frit, mite', hard top
imaticS air Great
•••1.t.r,r,
$12 901.
227•2684
'`.

NH.

NI VS:‘GUSIFNT

,‘

prices, free estimates
Call 978-2397

•Floonng 'Decks
*Vinyl siding •All other
Home Improvements
(270978-2111
Licensed & Insured

HALL'S WASTE

270-293.3695

Sportster
04
HD
883XL Black, extras,
2.400 miles 57 000
492 8533

'r• 1. Of

cials 436-2857

MOWING, mulching,
trimming Reasonable

RELIABLE
LAWN CARE

always garage ioiL
$6 500 OBO

II

r•I

on left.

A 1 Joe s Mower

1993 Astro 16t1
Men, Mel c'indit

YAMAHA Terrapro 4
wheeler PTO w 48
mower $2 506
293-1681

Wrangler

lots For Sae

Rd . 2nd road

Pets I Suppiies

A Cut Above The
Rest
•Stirub and tree
trimming
*Gutter cleaning
.Other services
•Ouality service at
affordable prices
227-8658

P

436-2966

Sport Mite Vehicles

GARAGE

good

270 355-0260

14663)
Commerical Prot) For Rent

1990 GMC utility vat'
Ladder rack autothat
less than 400 miles

for real estate which ,s
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby

%%i, Bi Hui iii 1,1
Amy Location,
Any Condit'
Cash or Terms

furniture, appliances, go carts

repair tune-up spe

holarrai or takr• over

2004 2500 Chevy van
158,000 miles. VII
-'ectric windows &
,icks. storage bir,

Call 761-4558,
ask for Kristin.

METAL installed on
houses and barns.
Contact
Darnn
N
phone 270-752-0414

Lawn Care:

L

IMMEDIATE
DEBT RELIEF
l\t•ill bu sour

YARD SALE

293-6S71

Green Acres

—

toys, Razor motorcycle and More

Federal Fair Housing

2 miles south

lop id the hue reuipiat 1111
\lussingAlutchiem
I
militate Priers
1 ire Es
aft,

Licensed 8, Fully Insured

',T. plus
sizo ti i,„0„ walker.
Ilioti chair.
er Ii heeware,
too, ti more

LUX.' 1.a‘tn Care

GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE

Vans

1508

360

10

WE CLEAN QP QUR ME,S$12/9.11)!"

1011
Yard Sate
BEAUTIFUL large
2
story 38R back C7H/A
Fenced in
garage
backyard 301 N 4th
plus
month
$650
deposit 753-0089

LOS

Remodeling, Siding, Drywall
Paint, Light Fixtures Rotted or
Soft Floor Repair, Roof Leaks
Plumbing Leaks. Etc

1303 Story Ave.
Saturday, March 31
7AM-NOON • Rain or Shine

games, boys name brand clothes,

753-31153
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YARD SALE
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with those you love Add that
personal touch A close associate or friend might do something
very different You might need to
do some reevaluating Tonight
Let your hair down

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You come from a basic,
centered place Others often
take a different path You need to
understand what is happening
among family and friends like it
or not Visualize more of what
you want and then go to it
Tonight Entertain at home

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might be tempted to
tell it like it is Your ability to
choose the right words could
make a big difference in the outcome Emphasize the importance of a fnendship Get together for lunch or a meal Tonight
Catch up on news

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Intensity is the name

of
the game You might want to try
something different or head in a
new direction You might be
delighted by what heads down
your path Be open to possibilities though they might cost you

*** Others look to you for
answers Your creativity and high
energy draw many different
results Take charge and help
someone through a problem
Perhaps you feel too many
responsibilities are dropping on
you Tonight A must show

SEA

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Read between events
and actions You'll take off before
you know it and go in a new
direction You pave a new path
arid do something very different
Tonight Try exotic Try different

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Work with one person'
You might see life with renewed
vigor because of a special person If you take this attitude or
information into your home Me
you will see a big difference You
will have more to smile about
Tonight Togetherness counts

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Others come to the
rescue How you feel about a situation could change radically
Opportunities earmark your daily
travels Go on -- go with one or
two of the invitations
You
deserve to have a good time
Tonight Say "yes'

BORN TODAY
Actor
Richard
Chamberlain
(1935), former vice president Al
Gore (1948). farmers rights
activist Cesar Chavez (19271
..•

Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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10 years ago
Murray High School Band
received distinguished ratings at
the Kentucky Music Education
Association's Concert Band Festival. Band directors are John
Stroube and Beth Stribling.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
was able to save all but two
rooms from a fire at the home
of Jerry Vied, located off Ky.
732 on March 28.
In high school baseball games,
C'alloway Lakers won 4-3 over
Carlisle County and Murray Tigers
won 10-2 over Hickman County
. Pitchers were Josh McKee! for
the Lakers and John David Poyner for the Tigers.
20 years ago
Seventy-five high school students from the Jackson Purchase
area of Kentucky will be invited
to attend the Project Upward Bound
College Preparatory Summer Reading Program at Murray State University June 1-July 12.
In the National Forensic League
District Tournament held at Morehead State University. Morehead,
Calloway County High School
won first place and Murray High
School won second place.
Births reported include a boy
to Mary and Buddy Harcrow,
March 27, and a boy to Teresa
and Jerry Stutsman, March 28.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Patti
Robinson and Chuck Harrison,Calloway County 4-H Club delegates
to the 1977 Kentucky 4-H Older
Youth Conference held at Washington, D.C.
Dancer Edward Villella will be
featured in a concert here on April
2 at the Murray State University
Lovett auditorium. This is one of
a series of concerts of the Murray. Civic Music Association.
Births reported include a boy

to Mr. and Mrs. John Oliver,
March 14; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Dale West, March 21; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Jones
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ricky
Alexander, March 24; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Enlow Gamlin, March
26.
40 years ago
Published is a picture of four
Murray women who are now
enrolled in the Murray Aviation
Flying School at Kyle Field at
the Murray-Calloway County Airport. They are Dons Steely, Norma
Tinsley, Shirley Darnell and Kay
Outland. Making her first solo
flight on March 25 was Outland.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Ed Collie.
Elected as officers of the Kirksey Elementary School Unit of
the Parent-Teacher Association for
the 1967-68 school year were Mrs.
Billy Smith. president. Mrs. Alvin
Usrey, vice president, Mrs. Teddy
Beane, secretary. and Mrs. Ray
Broach, treasurer.
50 years ago
Danny Duncan Jr. of Hazel High
School has been awarded the 1957
Game Guy Award for the physically handicapped athlete who
overcame the greatest obstacle in
Kentucky sports. He was nominated for the award by James
Dumas,sports editor of The Ledger
dr limes.
The Murray State College Faculty String Quartet composed of
Prof. Roman Prydatkevytch, first
violin, Prof. Josiah Darnall. second violin. Prof. David Gowans,
viola, and Prof. Neale mason, violincello. will present a concert on
Apnl 2 in the recital hall of the
Doyle fine arts center at MSC.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Clell Evans.

DEAR READERS: Yesterday I printed a sample of the
e-mails I received in response
to the letter from "Cleveland
Mom" (Feb. 25). whose twins
-- both juniors in high school - had been approached at school
by military recruiters "who made
the military
sound exciting
and
glamorous."
Today I am
printing
more
of
them. Read
on:
DEAR
ABBY:
I
have a son,
By Abigail
17. and a 14Van Buren
year -old
daughter. Both have met with military, recruiters from almost all
the branches at school. At first,
I was furious. However, my husband and I decided to meet with
each recruiter and discuss the
options with our son. He thought
we'd oppose his joining and wanted to shut us out.
As a mom. I don't want my
child to die in a war -- no parent does. As a citizen who values our soldiers defending our
nation, I couldn't be prouder of
our servicemen and women.
Our children will do as they
choose. .At 18. they can enlist.
Our choice is whether to be a
part of it. Personally, l want to
be a part of my son's life, so
I will support him in every way
possible and pray several times
a day. -- SOON-TO-BE MOM
OF A SERVICEMAN AND POS-

Dear Abby

Todairinillstorv

of

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. March 30. the
89th day of 2007. There are 276
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 30. 1981. President
Reagan was shot and senously
injured outside a Washington hotel
by John W Hinckley Jr. Also
wounded were White House press
secretary James Brady. a Secret
Service agent and a District of
Columbia police officer.
On this date:

In 1842, Dr. Crawford W. Long
of Jefferson. Ga., first used ether
as an anesthetic during a minor
operation_
In 1867. U.S. Secretary of State
William H. Seward reached agreement with Russia to purchase the
territory of Alaska for $7.2 million, a deal widely ridiculed as
"Sev.rard's Folly."
In 1870. the 15th amendment
to the Constitution. giving all citizens the right to vote regardless
of race, was declared in effect by

Secretary of State Hamilton Fish.
In 1870, Texas was readmitted to the Union.
In 1945, the Soviet Union invaded Austria during World War II.
1970,
the
musical
In
"Applause,- based on the movie
-All About Eve.- opened on Broadway.
In 1979. Airey Neave. a leading member of the British Parliament, was killed by a bomb planted by the Irish National Liberation Army.
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S1BLY A SERVICEWOMAN
DEAR MOM: Your idea of
meeting with the recruiters who
were talking to your children
was an excellent one, and an
option I -- and I'll bet many of
my readers -- did not know was
available.
DEAR ABBY: Our country
needs dedicated, informed young
men and women who know the
risks and consequences of their
voluntary service.
One option she should mention to her twins is to attend
college and participate in the
Reserve Officer Training Corps
(ROTC). They would incur ni
obligation for the first two years
This would give them the chance
to experience a little of what
military duty entails, and make
an informed decision whether
or not to pursue an active tour
of duty. If', at that point, they
decide to join the military, completing the ROTC program would
put them in line for a commission as an officer.
Having spent 32 years in the
Army as both an enlisted man
and as an officer, I've served
with or led some of the finest
young people this country can
offer. The best ones were always
those who had the facts before
deciding to join.
P.S. Please remind "Cleveland Mom" that the decision to
go to war is made not by the
military, but by her elected representatives. -- COL.. U.S.
ARMY (RET.
DEAR ABBY: I'm a former
Army recruiter. I understand the
fear that "Cleveland Morn" and
her husband are facing. 1 faced
it myself as I enlisted young
men and women knowing that
the answer to, "Am I going to Iraq?" was, in many cases, "Yes." ,
Regardless, our Army is necessary and does not serve solely '
for the conflict in Iraq. Our military is equipped. trained and
ready to serve not only in combat, but in humanitarian support
as well.
My recommendation to your
readers is not to discourage
youth who wish to serve. Rather.
assist them in asking smart, pointed questions when they visit
their recruiter. A good recruiter
will answer honestly and to the
best of his or her ability. It is
also common for a family member to request to accompany
their recruit as he or she chooses a job at the Military Entrance
Processing Station.
Some things to bear in mind:
Every service is diffefeekils its
job assignments and contract
length. Jobs are based on the
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery score, physical abtlity, moral background and availability. Everyone signs up for
eight years of Military Service
Obligation (generally two to four
years active service, with the
inacttse
an
remainder
as
reservist), and only 15 percent
of the population ages 17 to 24
is qualified to serve. -- JEROLD
Z., SGT. 1ST CLASS. U.S.
ARMY (RET.)
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tainly constitute a warning of a
possible stroke or one in association with other neurological
disorders. Although I don't want
to frighten you unnecessarily,
the lengthy list of afflictions
that could be causing your symptoms includes cardiac abnormalities, stroke, brain tumors and
hydrocephalus. You need a diagnosis. Don't worry at this time
about not having money for
medical bills. I am sure you
can work out a payment plan.
The important thing is to get
the vital testing you require. Get
help now. Keep me updated.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I believe
that those who accuse you of
being a "real trooper in the culture of death" are describing
themselves. Endlessly prolonging
the process of death of helpless victims serves no purpose
except to the bottom line of
hospitals and doctors. As a nurse.
I couldn't tolerate this all-tooprevalent practice in hospitals,
so I specialized in maternity.
Those who support a patient's
decision to die peacefully are
often accused of playing God.
In the "good ol' days." people
were able to die naturally when
they were ready. Today, the doctors who play God are those
who insist on keeping people
in an almost indefinite state of
dying via artificial means. This
has nothing to do with prolonging life. Life is meaningful.
There is nothing immoral for a
person who has lived life, long
or short, to choose to go to
sleep without machines, oxygen
and artificial nourishment. What
is immoral is the sanctimonious
attitude that demands all people subscribe to a particular
point of view on this volatile
issue.
DEAR READER: Well said.
I'm on your team.
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Bidding Quiz
lour right-hand opponent opens
with Inc Diamond, both sides vul-

nerable. What would you bid with
each of the following Ilse hands?
I.•KQ9863 V A4•K7•AJf.
- 411..A1 AK•9643 # PAZ42 3.* KQ,172 41 82•A14•I 094
4. 4. 1<Q6 V A94•K(,i52 Kit
5•K07.1, Akoti:i•6•Ah
I. Double. This hand is too strong
tiir a simple osercall. which more
onen than not is based on less than
‘ipening-hid sallies. You theretOre
double to liirce partner to respond.
atter ss Inch you plan to hid spades.
). lag and then bidding your own
smtili16-hesahandoWormore
points and a strong suit, which is
evacilswhatvouhase,
A is ricJi takeout double would be
hand of 12 to 16 points
based
the =hid suits. In
with :upport
that case. yiii is Mid be planning to
non-pmp response.
pass partner
When instead you remove partner's
response to sour own suit. you indicate the type ot hand you have here.
2. Pass. V. hilc this hand would
quality as an opening hid, the best
policy is to take no action over one
diarri wit S double is likely- to elicit a
heart .,r spade response trom partner,
and y011 arc not prepared for either It
is out of the question to overcall with

clubs on such a shabby suit.
which would risk a ses ere pcnaltY
3. One spade. This is a typical
hand Mr a sulnerable ,ine-le‘el iiicrcall — strong suit, near-opening
strength. If you were not sulnerable.
you could has e a couple of points
less
4. One notrump. Still another was
of- announcing a good hand is by an
osercall oil one notrump This is the
most precise iii all comp:wise bids
It is sers similar to an opening bidol
iinc notrump, indicating lb iii 15
points, balanced distribution and allaround strength, espei:ialls in the
ipponenrs suit
Although the hand has the high.
cardstrength for a double, iii'. much
better to try to pinpoint the evict Iv pc
of hand held
5. Double. llerc you has e a solid
heart suit, but it is still better to go
through the motions ol indicating
uncertainty about the proper trump
suit. The double leases you in control and might also induce a Mph):
response.
Thus. 1 partner responds with one
spade, you might well undertake a
game in spades or hearts right away.
while if partner's response were two
clubs, you would simply bid two
hearts and allow him to pass at a loss
kidl with a poor hand

two

tomorrow: Wishful thinking helps a lot.
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DEAR DR.GOTT:I am writing about something that happened to me in January, with
symptoms that are appearing
now.
I had a tingling and numbing sensation in my left arm
and problems
with my typing. I couldn't seem to
get my fingers to do
what I wanted them to.
I went to the
emergency
ward, and a
Dr. Gott doctor
told
me I might
By
have
Dr. Peter Gott tunnel carpal
syndrome. He made an appointment for me with a neurosurgeon, but since I didn't have
the SI 25 for the appointment. I
canceled it.
My arm is still uncomfortable, and I have had problems
with a pain in my upper shoulders. I've had small amounts of
water coming out of the left
side of my mouth for the past
week. At times, this is very
frustrating. Could this be a warning of a stroke? I have always
been proud of being healthy.
and. at 76 years old. I want to
keep going. I don't have a doctor, just the emergency ward.
What do you think?
DEAR READER: I think
that you need a doctor — and
fast. The combination of poor
coordination. tingling, numbing
shoulder pain and drooling suggests to me that the problem is
more than simple carpal tunnel
syndrome. You need a thorough
exam by a primary-care physician who can coordinate testing
and refer you to specialists if
appropriate. Your symptoms cer-
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Stroke symptoms need
immediate attention

decides to support son's
decision to join the military
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It's green slime in spades
at Kids Choice Awards
Eiy The Associated Press
ANGELES (AP)
'et who won this year's
(ilainiliSs and Emmys,
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(if them to take home one of
an orange-colthe awards
()red blimp
"You grow up watching the
Kids Choice Awards and you
never expect to he taking a
blimp home." said Drake Bell,
the 20-year-old co-star of the
teen comedy "Drake & Josh'
Ile claimed his first two last
year, for favorite actor and
favorite IV show
It wasn't lost on him. Bell
said, that some 25 million soles
were Last online for last year's
winners
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Timberlake

not like watching the
and its left to a panel
you go, 'Oh, no. that pershouldn't have won:- said
acnor, whii's niiminated iii
same categories again this

)stars

year

"If someone is going to go
gel online, go to www.nick.corn
and find out how to vote and
all that stuff, they're really
passionate about IC
Then there is the fun factor. said Timberlake, adding,
"You put me in front of a
hunch of kids and I become a
circus clown."
lie's won four Grammys,
hut he preferred to talk about
a more endearing prize.
"The only award that means
more than the world to me is
the prestigious burp award,"
Itmherlake joked. "I don't think
there us a higher honor at the
kids Choice Awards, and I'm
pretty proud that I'm the big
burp champion of all time."
Indeed, he is the only person iii win the award twice.
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MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk served
daily' Monday - scrambled eggs. Tuesday - French breakfast
pizza. Wednesday - cheese toast. yogurt Thursday - biscuit
and gravy. Friday - waffle sticks Lunch (fresh and canned
fruits, vegetables and milk served daily) Monday - hamburger on bur. grilled cheese sandwich. Tuesday - taco salad,
lettuce, tomato. cheese. BBO chicken sandwich: Wednesday
- steak fingers. BBO nbette sandwich. Thursday - chicken
patty on bun tuna salad plate w/crackers: Friday - stuffed
crust cheese pizza, fish nuggets
Middle - Breakfast (toast. cereai, Juice and milk served
daily) Monday - breakfast bagel. Tuesday - chicken biscuit.
Wednesday - sausage biscuit. Thursday - pancake on a Wm;
Friday - biscuit and gravy Lunch (fresh and canned fruits
and vegetables and milk served daily) Monday - hot and
spicy chicken, gnlled cheese, burrito wsalse. Tuesday' ravioli/dinner roll chicken patty on bun chef salad vv.crackers and
dressing. Wednesday - spaghetti wmeat sauce. Chuckwagon
sandwich, turkey wrap Thursday - pepperoni pizza, nbette,
chef salad w.crackers and dressing, Friday - cheeseburger on
bun, relish plate, fish on wheat
High - Breakfast (toast cereal, juice and milk served daily)
Monday - pancake and sausage on Mix, Tuesday • biscuit
and gravy. Wednesday - assorted muffins, Thursday - sausage
and biscuit, Friday - breakfast pizza Lunch (pizza, cheeseburgers, hamburgers, fresh and canned fruits and vegetables,
and milk served daily) Monday - BBQ chicken sandwich, mini
corn dogs. Tuesday - ribette sandwich, chef salad with crackers. dressing, Wednesday - chicken noodle casserole, tuna
salad plate Thursday - chicken filata. chef salad wicrackers,
dressing. Friday - fish and cheese sandwich, hot dog.
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CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries - Monday
applesauce, milk Tuesday - muffin. milk, Wednesday - grapes,
teddy grahams. Thursday - Poplart milk, Friday - cereal,
scooby snacks. milk
Preschool and Harbour - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal
and juice available daily) Monday - breakfast burnto; Tuesoatmeal. Poptart Wednesday - pancakes w/syrup.
day
sausage. Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy. Friday - muffins.
yogurt Lunch !milk served daily) - Monday - cheese pizza.
corn on cob tossed salad wdressing. Tuesday - chicken
nuggets, roll. creamed potatoes w gravy. cole slaw, Wednesday - chicken and noodles roll green peas. peaches; Thursday - cheeseburger French fries, lettuce. tomato, pickle. cOOkie. Friday
ham and cheese sandwich, tator tots, lettuce.
tomato
Elementaries - Breakfast itruits. fruit juice. toast, cereal
and milk served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday biscuit wsausage gravy. Wednesday - yogurt. muffin: Thursday
pancake and sausage on a stick wSyrup; Friday sausage biscuit Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits
and milk served daily) Monday - bar-b-q plate, roll, cheeseburger. yogurt, granola. animal crackers. Tuesday - chicken
nuggets, roll. taco burger, peanut butler and jelly sandwich;
Wednesday - pizza chicken salad sandwich, gnlled cheese
sandwich. Thursday - cheesy cnspito. gnlled chicken sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich. Friday - hot ham and cheese
sandwich pimento cheese sandwich, peanut butter and jelly
sandwich
Middle • Breakfast ;cereal assorted toast, yogurt, fruit
juice. fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit. Tuesday
pancake and sausage on a stick w/Syrup:
Wednesday - blueberry muffin. Thursday - breakfast bagel
w cheese. Friday - biscuit w/sausage gravy Lunch (assorted
vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk served daily) Monday
- chili cheese bumto, gnlled chicken sandwich, ham and cheese
sandwich. pizza. Tuesday - lasagna, garlic toast. Chuckwagon sandwich. turkey and cheese sandwich. pizza: ViediNSCIlly
• foot long chili dog. tuna fish sandwich, submanno sandwiCh,
pizza. Thursday - bar-b-q nbette, roll, hamburger, dub wrap:
Friday - chicken nuggets, roll, fish sandwich, turkey and Cheese
sandwich. pizza
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast. Pop tarts,
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - sausage break);
Tuesday - pancakes w/syrup, Wednesday - breakfast pizza;
Thursday - biscuit iv/sausage gravy: Friday - cinnamon roll.
Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits, vegetables, deli sandwiches,
hamburgers and milk served daily) Monday - oven fried chicken, roll, grilled cheese sandwich, pizza; Tuesday - taco salad.
Mexican corn bread. chicken patty sandwich. pizza Wednesday - chili cheese fries, Laker wrap, pizza. Thursday
chicken Quesadolla, Chuckwagon sandwich, pizza, Friday - Mostacork garlic bread, tuna salad sandwich. pizza
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